“For 129 years, the students, staff, and faculty have made, and will continue to make, the University of Rhode Island a force for good in America and the world. Our community embodies respect for higher learning, individual expression, and people of all backgrounds, and we hold these values foremost in our beliefs and actions.” —David M. Dooley

Dear Class of 2021,

As we cap an unprecedented academic year, during which we have been tested daily by an uncompromising virus, I have seen us come together to accomplish what at times seemed like the impossible. I am incredibly proud of how our graduating class has responded to this crisis. Your resilience, ingenuity, and courage during this difficult period have earned you a special place in the great history of the University of Rhode Island.

The COVID-19 pandemic has challenged all of us, forcing us to reevaluate everything we do—even our simplest interactions with friends and colleagues. We fell back on our strengths as a diverse and dynamic community so we could resume an in-person experience that started in the fall of 2020 and concludes in this celebration today.

It was the teamwork of faculty and staff who devised and executed the plan to get us through the pandemic together. In a few months, we rolled out a testing program that helped us limit the spread of COVID-19 on campus. We reshaped education, building a structure to safely deliver thousands of courses to about 17,000 students, while at the same time planting the seeds for the classrooms of the future.

But it was your commitment to follow health guidelines and your determination to finish your degrees that brought you here.

Today as you walk across the stage, do not let the pandemic mask the joy you have experienced on our beautiful campus. The foundation you have built has prepared you to join the innovators and architects of an inclusive, vibrant, sustainable future for Rhode Island, the nation, and the world. Congratulations to the University of Rhode Island’s Class of 2021!

Sincerely,

David M. Dooley
President, University of Rhode Island
ALMA MATER

All hail to thee, Rhode Island,
We pledge our faith anew,
While our heroes bring thee honor
With our banner of white and blue.
In truth we owe her much, for she's shown us the way
To achieve and be of service to the world.
So all hail our Alma Mater,
Rhode Island, our guide whate'er we do.
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We’ve been Thinking Big ever since a few people acted on a big idea more than 129 years ago. Foresight, perseverance, and integrity have been the foundations of the University since its very beginnings in 1888, when several South Kingstown residents, the South Kingstown Town Council, and the state of Rhode Island made a collective donation of $5,000 to purchase the 140-acre Oliver Watson Farm to establish a state agricultural school and experiment station.

In the decades since, the University has mourned its war dead, survived the Great Depression, been a part of the civil rights movement, participated in protests against wars, gun violence, and racial injustice, all while growing into a University with a global reach and broad impact in the state.

But the COVID-19 pandemic of the last year and a half, which at this writing has resulted in the deaths of nearly 600,000 people in the United States, may have tested the University’s resolve like nothing else in its history. As the news worsened around the country and the world in the spring of 2020, the University converted 3,000 in-person classes to online classes in about nine days. An unprecedented level of teamwork and nearly round-the-clock efforts allowed the University to return to an in-person experience in the fall of 2020. Through the commitment of students, faculty, and staff, the in-person experience continued throughout the spring 2021 semester and has allowed the University to hold in-person graduation ceremonies for the Class of 2021.

Faculty, staff, and students helped the community by making plastic face shields, delivering meals to needy seniors, sewing face coverings, and creating a just-in-time manufacturing center to convert sleep apnea machines into supplementary breathing machines. Students collected personal protective equipment for health-care workers, volunteered at vaccination sites, kept the campus informed on the latest developments, and cared for each other.

At this writing, URI approached 80,000 COVID-19 tests administered since January 2021, which was a key factor in keeping the in-person classes and other activities going throughout this academic year. The effort, led by Health Services, was bolstered by students, staff, and faculty across the University, who took time out of their schedules to volunteer at the testing sites.

Indeed, the University’s actions during the past year and a half only serve to validate the foresight of that small group of founders, the vision of President Abraham Lincoln, and the groundbreaking Morrill Land Grant Act of 1862, that education of the people and for the people was, and is, America’s and the world’s best hope for enduring prosperity and peace.

We became the Rhode Island College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts in 1892, and we graduated our first 17 students in 1894. In 1951, we became the University of Rhode Island, and those 140 original acres have grown into a 1,200-acre Kingston Campus, plus the Feinstein Providence Campus, Narragansett Bay Campus, W. Alton Jones Campus, and the Rhode Island Nursing Education Center.

In 2017, the U.S. Department of the Interior designated the area around the Quadrangle as the University of Rhode Island Historic District, now part of the National Register of Historic Places.

Our colleges of nursing, pharmacy, business, engineering, arts and sciences, environment and life sciences, health sciences, and education and professional studies, and our Graduate School of Oceanography are signature centers of scholarship and research. More than 90 undergraduate and 73 graduate degree programs inspire our students and spark their creativity.

The University is known regionally and worldwide for its big ideas and pioneering research in such areas as air, water, ground pollution, and plastic pollution; biotechnology and life sciences; engineering, marine sciences, forensic sciences, neuroscience, pharmaceuticals, the behavioral sciences, and public health promotion.

Since 2006 the University has invested more than $1 billion in its facilities. In October 2019, more than 500 people celebrated the official opening of the Fascitelli Center for Advanced Engineering and the renovation and expansion of the College of Engineering’s historic home, Bliss Hall. Rhode Island voters approved $150 million in bond funding for the project.

In February 2020, we celebrated the completion of Brookside Hall, a 500-bed, 203,000-square-foot residence hall, and in March 2021, during a special election in the middle of the pandemic, Rhode Island voters again committed to public higher education by approving bond Question 1, which will provide $107.3 million for major renovation projects at the University of Rhode Island, Rhode Island College, and the Community College of Rhode Island. Of that total, $57.3 million is slated for continuing upgrades to URI’s Fine Arts Center, which will turn the facility into a showplace for its outstanding theater, music, and art students.

As another academic year draws to a close, our enrollment has grown to about 17,000 undergraduate and graduate students. URI has more than 136,000 alumni, with about 42 percent—more than 57,000—in Rhode Island. Of the overall total alumni, more than 133,000 live in the United States and just over 3,000 live in other countries around the world.
UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND
GRADUATE COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
At Meade Stadium
Friday, May 21, 2021

PROCESSIONAL   Pomp and Circumstance, Edward Elgar (arr. Sterrett)
OPENING DECLARATION Peter Blanpied, Interim Department Chair and Professor of Physical Therapy; Grand Marshal
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM Daniel Joseph Caramante, Class of 2021
                      Kristin Bronwen Lafferty, Class of 2021
                      Christina Ashley Nero, Class of 2021
GREETINGS           David M. Dooley, President, with Brenton DeBoef, Interim Dean of the Graduate School, presiding
REMARKS             Margo L. Cook ’86, Chair, University of Rhode Island Board of Trustees
STUDENT SPEAKER     Frank Carlos Martinez, Class of 2021, Master of Arts
CONFERRAL OF DOCTORAL DEGREES President Dooley assisted by Donald H. DeHayes, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
HOODING OF DOCTORAL DEGREE RECIPIENTS Selected professors
PRESENTATION OF DOCTORAL DEGREES President Dooley
CONFERRAL OF MASTER’S DEGREES President Dooley, assisted by Provost DeHayes
PRESENTATION OF MASTER’S DEGREES President Dooley
PROCESSIONAL

Pomp and Circumstance, Edward Elgar (arr. Sterrett)

OPENING DECLARATION

Associate Professor Megan Echevarria, President, Faculty Senate;
Grand Marshal

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM

Daniel Joseph Caramante, Class of 2021
Kristin Bronwen Lafferty, Class of 2021
Christina Ashley Nero, Class of 2021

DEDICATION

Matt Henderson, URI Chaplain, Rhody Christian Fellowship

GREETINGS AND INTRODUCTIONS

David M. Dooley, President
His Excellency Daniel J. McKee, Governor of the State of Rhode Island

REMARKS

Margo L. Cook ’86, Chair,
University of Rhode Island Board of Trustees

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES

President Dooley, assisted by Donald H. DeHayes, Provost
and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Col. William P. Babcock ’68, ’72, U.S. Army, retired,
Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters
Linda S. Birnbaum, Honorary Doctor of Science
Navyn Salem, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters

STUDENT SPEAKER

Edhaya Thennarasu, Class of 2021

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE

Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha, Honorary Doctor of Science

ADDRESS

Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha

CONFERRAL OF
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES
AND DOCTORS OF PHARMACY

President Dooley
assisted by Provost DeHayes

ALMA MATER

Daniel Joseph Caramante, Class of 2021
Kristin Bronwen Lafferty, Class of 2021
Christina Ashley Nero, Class of 2021

BENISON

President Dooley
INDIVIDUAL COLLEGE CEREMONIES IN
MEADE STADIUM

Friday, May 21–Sunday, May 23, 2021

Friday, May 21, 2021

10 a.m.  GRADUATE SCHOOL
Interim Dean Brenton DeBoef, presiding

3 p.m.  NURSING
Dean Barbara E. Wolfe, presiding

6 p.m.  ENGINEERING
Dean Raymond M. Wright, presiding

Saturday, May 22, 2021

10 a.m.  HEALTH SCIENCES
Dean Gary Liguori, presiding

3 p.m.  ALAN SHAWN FEINSTEIN COLLEGE OF
EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
Dean R. Anthony Rolle, presiding

6 p.m.  BUSINESS
Dean Maling Ebrahimpour, presiding

Sunday, May 23, 2021

10 a.m.  ARTS AND SCIENCES
Dean Jeannette E. Riley, presiding

3 p.m.  PHARMACY
Dean E. Paul Larrat, presiding

6 p.m.  ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES
Dean John Kirby, presiding
Over the centuries, banners and flags have lent drama to public ceremonies, and the flags you see today represent the University, the history of the state, and some of the Rhode Island and international communities from which our students come. These flags help to deepen our sense of tradition and community history.

The backdrop for the Commencement Exercises consists of the banners of the 10 degree-granting colleges and schools that make up the University, as well as University College for Academic Success. Traditional colors of the academic disciplines have been used: Arts and Sciences, white and golden yellow; Business, drab; Education and Professional Studies, light blue; Engineering, orange; Environment and Life Sciences, maize; the Graduate School, blue and gold; Health Sciences, sage; Nursing, apricot; Oceanography, aqua; and Pharmacy, olive green.

The flags flying above Meade Stadium are associated with early Rhode Island history: the Flag Act of 1777 flag, Betsy Ross variation; the flag of the Battle of Rhode Island (1778); the Grand Union flag (1776); the 1st Rhode Island Regiment flag (1775); the Rhode Island Colony flag (1774); the Meteor flag (1707); the Union flag (1707); and the Red Ensign (1620 in New England).

The international flags remind us of the growing importance of cultural diversity, internationalization, and global awareness.

Academic dress has its origin in the colorful gowns and hoods of the Middle Ages. In the United States, a common code of academic dress was not adopted until 1895. This decreed three kinds of gowns and three hood lengths for bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees. Hoods are lined with the color or colors of the university conferring the degree and are bordered with a color representing the subject of study for which the degree is conferred.

Throughout the Commencement Exercises, one may see reflected the pomp and ceremony of a feudal society and the intricacies of the medieval art of heraldry—in the ritual, the dress, the ceremonial accoutrements, such as the University Mace, and in the wording of the degrees conferred.

UNIVERSITY MACE
The University Mace was donated by the graduating class of 1963. It is made of gold-plated sterling silver and is mounted on a 3-foot rosewood staff. The URI seal, 3 inches in diameter, crowns the staff, with a sketch of Davis Hall on the back. Davis is one of the University’s oldest buildings and is the site of the University bell tower.

PRESIDENTIAL MEDALLION
The medallion worn by the president was donated to the University as a 100th birthday gift by goldsmith and University of Rhode Island alumnus Robert C. Corio, Class of 1973. Of 18-karat gold and about the size of a half dollar, it is stamped with the University seal and is bordered by an elegant, rounded setting. The chain is made of small gold ovals linked together, each engraved with the name of a University president emeritus. Through the years, the name of each new president will be added to the medallion.

GONFALONS
Gonfalons are flags or banners, hung from crosspieces on poles, that have been used since medieval times as symbols of state or office and are now traditionally used by colleges and universities. The background of each college’s gonfalon is the official URI dark blue; the stripes on the gonfalons are the traditional colors of the academic disciplines.
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Margo L. Cook ’86, Chair
Karina Montilla Edmonds ’92
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EX OFFICIO MEMBERS
Christopher Bove ’23, Student Representative
Barbara Cottam, Chair, R.I. Board of Education
Tim DelGiudice, Chair, R.I. Council on Postsecondary Education
Mayrai Gindy, Faculty Representative

SENIOR ADMINISTRATORS, VICE PRESIDENTS, AND DEANS OF THE COLLEGES
David M. Dooley, President
Donald H. DeHayes, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Kathy Collins, Vice President for Student Affairs
Abigail Rider, Vice President for Division of Administration and Finance
Peter J. Snyder, Vice President for Research and Economic Development
Linda Acciaro, Interim Executive Director, External Relations and Communications
Mary Grace Almandrez, Chief Diversity Officer of Community, Equity, and Diversity
Thorr D. Bjorn, Director of Athletics
Anne Marie Coleman, Assistant Vice President for Human Resources
Michelle Curreri, Chief of Staff and Secretary, Board of Trustees
Lauren Jensen, Interim General Counsel
Karlis Kaugars, Chief Information Officer
Lili Breuil O’Rourke, President, URI Foundation & Alumni Engagement
Gifty Ako-Adounvo, Vice Provost for Global Initiatives
Matthew M. Bodah, Vice Provost for Academic Personnel and Budget
Dean D. Libutti, Vice Provost for Enrollment Management
Anne I. Veeger, Vice Provost, Academic and Faculty Initiatives
Cynthia Bonn, Dean of Admission
Paula Bontempi, Dean of the Graduate School of Oceanography
Karim Boughida, Dean of University Libraries
Brenton DeBoef, Interim Dean of the Graduate School
Maling Ebrahimpour, Dean of the College of Business
John Kirby, Dean of the College of the Environment and Life Sciences
E. Paul Larrat, Dean of the College of Pharmacy
Gary Liguori, Dean of the College of Health Sciences
Jayne Richmond, Dean of the University College for Academic Success
Jeanette E. Riley, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
R. Anthony Rolle, Dean of the Alan Shawn Feinstein College of Education and Professional Studies
Barbara E. Wolfe, Dean of the College of Nursing
Raymond M. Wright, Dean of the College of Engineering

COMMEMCENCEMENT MARSHALS
Grand Marshal, Main Ceremony
Megan Echevarria
Grand Marshal, Graduate School
Peter Blanpied

University Marshal
Rachel L. DiCioccio
Marshals
Julie Coiro
Lynne Derbyshire
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Debra Erickson-Owens
Mayrai Gindy
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Leslie A. Mahler
Aimee D. Phelps
David C. Smith
Martha Waitkun

THE COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES AND ACADEMIC PAGEANTRY continued
2020 URI FOUNDATION & ALUMNI ENGAGEMENT EXCELLENCE AWARDS

Administrative Excellence Award
Cynthia Mace, Associate Controller, Division of Administration and Finance

Scholarly Excellence Award
John King, Emeritus Professor, Graduate School of Oceanography

Staff Excellence Award
Terri-Lyn Hodson, Scientific Research Grant Assistant, Institute for Integrated Health and Innovation

Teaching Excellence Award
Kathleen Torrens, Professor, Department of Communication Studies, Harrington School of Communication and Media; Assistant Director, Online Education, Office for the Advancement of Teaching and Learning

2021 URI RESEARCH AND SCHOLARSHIP EXCELLENCE AWARDS

Undergraduate Student Research and Scholarship Excellence Award: Social Sciences, Arts, and Humanities
Anna Snyder, College of Arts and Sciences

Graduate Student Research and Scholarship Excellence Award: Life Sciences, Physical Sciences, and Engineering
Jonathan Ross Gilbert, College of Business

Graduate Student Research and Scholarship Excellence Award: Life Sciences, Physical Sciences, and Engineering Sarah Mohamed Hosni, College of Engineering

Postdoctoral Fellow and Research Staff Research and Scholarship Excellence Award: Life Sciences, Physical Sciences, and Engineering
Christopher Damon, College of the Environment and Life Sciences

Early Career Faculty Research and Scholarship Excellence Award: Social Sciences, Arts, and Humanities
Elizabeth A. Mendenhall, Assistant Professor, College of Arts and Sciences and College of the Environment and Life Sciences

Early Career Faculty Research and Scholarship Excellence Award: Life Sciences, Physical Sciences, and Engineering
Daniel E. Roxbury, Assistant Professor, College of Engineering

Advanced Career Faculty Research and Scholarship Excellence Award: Social Sciences, Arts, and Humanities
Corey Lang, Associate Professor, College of the Environment and Life Sciences

Advanced Career Faculty Research and Scholarship Excellence Award: Life Sciences, Physical Sciences, and Engineering
Tao Wei, Associate Professor, College of Engineering

2021 SHEILA BLACK GRUBMAN FACULTY OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD

Michael A. Rice, Professor, College of the Environment and Life Sciences

2021 PART-TIME FACULTY TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARD

Joanne Compton, Department of Chemical Engineering, College of Engineering

2021 A. ROBERT RAINVILLE LEADERSHIP AWARDS

Student Employee Award
James Cocozza Class of 2022

Student Leadership Award
Marland Chang Class of 2021

Servant Leadership Award
Naomi Pajarillo Class of 2021

Team Excellence Award
Diversity Dialogues

THE FRITZ WENISCH AWARD FOR EXCEPTIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FACULTY SENATE

Laura A. Meyerson, Professor, College of the Environment and Life Sciences
COMMISSIONED IN THE U.S. ARMY

Daniel Baglini
Jacob Bliss
Gary T. Boden (posthumous)
William Christensen
Wyatt Doyon
Charles Dumas
Brian Hochmuth
Patrick Hoffman
Megan Klien
James Lawless
Patrick Lynch
Alex Martin
Skylar Realejo
Geoff Ricciardelli
Mary Kaylee Speck
Raymond Williamson

LIFETIME SERVICE SOCIETY

We offer our gratitude and congratulations to these 2021 retirees who served our University for 40 or more years:

Gary T. Boden (posthumous)
Stephen L. Granger
Jeffrey E. Jarrett
Galen A. Johnson
Charles Kaufman
Steven M. Kay
Roger A. Lebrun
James O. Prochaska
Antonio J. Sciola

COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE

Chair
Shana Greene
Facilities Coordinator
Bonnie Jacob
Samuel Adams
Jared Abdirkir
Kim Anderson
Tracey Angell
Alycia Mosley Austin
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SPECIAL THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING:
The Farmer's Daughter
Athletics
Campus Recreation
Catering Services
Communications and Marketing
COVID-19 Task Force
Custodial Services
Department of Music
Disability Services for Students
Emergency Medical Services
Facilities Operations
Health Services
Housing and Residential Life
Information Technology Services
Inner Space Center
Lands and Grounds
Maintenance and Repair Memorial Union
Office of Emergency Management
Office of the President
Office of the Provost
Parking and Transportation Services
Printing Services
Property and Support Services
Public Safety
Publications and Creative Services
Purchasing
Robert J. Higgins Welcome Center
Spectra Venue Management
The Ryan Center
University Events
URI Campus Store
URI Foundation & Alumni Engagement
2021 HONORS PROGRAM GRADUATES

Kris Adams
Deborah Adenekan
Michaela Anelundi *
Daniel Baglivi
Danielle Beatrice
Molly Beluk *
Lauren Bertsch
Carlos Borges
Michael Brennan
Adelaide Brown
Madeline Burtt
Carly Caldarella
Eliza Clarke *
Grace Cody
Jacob Cordeiro
Paige Courtemanche
Brigid Cullen
Jordan Dean *
Alexandra DelPico
Amanda Desmarais *
Rebecca Dickinson
Edward Donovan
James Donovan
Malia Erickson *
Abigail Fenbert
John Ferguson
Melody Gately
Eli Goldfarb
Kendra Graham
Alise Greco *
Raechel Griffin
Gina Christie Jouaneh
Mara Kleinman
Johanna Leffler *
Aliya Linder
Owen Manahan
Ricky Mankavech
Natalina Mastroianni
Evan McAlice

Lucas McCulloch
Louisa Melchionno
Emily Milich
Julia Miller *
Natalie Montalbano
Seraphina Negash
Mileena Nguyen
Nicole Niles
Vincent Nocella
Amanda Notarantino
Taylor O’Rourke
Tanner Pacheco
Katie Paparelli
Elizabeth Poulin
Dalia Rajeh
Sydney Raymond
Katherine Riordan
Kiana Ross
Jay Rumas
Julia Santini
Elizabeth Saraf
Aaron Schneider *
Miranda Segalla
Anna Seifried
Xaviera Valencia
Charlotte Vitale
Ariana Wynn
Annie Zitelli *

2021 NATIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS

Some national scholarship programs are so prestigious that one can only apply if nominated by the University. This year, the following students and alumni have been recognized in such competitions:

Juniors Katelyn Dubois ’22 and Kaylee Goyette ’22 have been selected as 2021 Boren Scholars for Chinese study in Taiwan, and graduate student Adriana Wilding ’19, M.A. ’21, has been selected as a 2021 Boren Fellow for Turkish study in Azerbaijan. An initiative of the National Security Education Program (NSEP), the David L. Boren Awards provide funding opportunities for U.S. students to study less commonly taught languages in world regions critical to U.S. interests. In exchange for funding, Boren Scholars and Fellows commit to working in the federal government for at least one year after graduation.

Five URI students have been offered 2021 Fulbright U.S. Student Awards to study or conduct research abroad: recent graduate Zachary Smith ’20 (Taiwan), graduating seniors Jay Rumas ’21 (Slovak Republic) and Wila Matos ’21 (Brazil), graduate student Eliya Baron Lopez, M.A. ’21, (South Korea), and doctoral student Megan Jones, Ph.D. ’22, (Finland). Written into law by President Harry S. Truman in 1946, the Fulbright Program is the flagship international educational exchange program sponsored by the U.S. government.

Two juniors have been selected as 2021 Goldwater Scholars by the Barry Goldwater Scholarship and Excellence in Education Foundation: Raymond Turrisi ’22 and Myles Wagner ’22. Established by the U.S. Congress to foster and encourage outstanding students to pursue research careers in the fields of mathematics, sciences, and engineering, the Goldwater Scholarship is the premier undergraduate award of its type in these fields.

Jacob Cordeiro ’21 was selected as a finalist in the 2021 Truman Scholarship competition. The Harry S. Truman Scholarship Foundation recognizes college students with exceptional leadership potential who are committed to making a difference through careers in government, the nonprofit or advocacy sectors, education, or elsewhere in the public service.

* Indicates December 2020 graduate
HONORARY DEGREES

MONA HANNA-ATTISHA
Doctor of Science
Mona Hanna-Attisha, M.D., M.P.H., founder and director of the Michigan State University and Hurley Medical Center Children's Hospital Pediatric Public Health Initiative, was responsible for uncovering the water crisis in Flint, Michigan, which began in 2014 when the city—in a cost-saving move—switched its water supply from the Detroit system to the Flint River, resulting in toxic lead contamination and coinciding with outbreaks of Legionnaires' disease.

A pediatrician, scientist, and activist, Hanna-Attisha has testified twice before Congress, was awarded the Freedom of Expression Courage Award by PEN America, and was named one of Time magazine's 100 Most Influential People in the World. She has appeared on CNN, MSNBC, BBC, and countless other media outlets championing the cause of children in Flint and beyond. She is founding donor of the Flint Child Health and Development Fund.

Hanna-Attisha earned her bachelor's and master of public health degrees from the University of Michigan and her medical degree from Michigan State University College of Human Medicine. She is an associate professor of pediatrics and human development at MSU's College of Human Medicine.

Her bestselling book, What the Eyes Don't See: A Story of Crisis, Resistance, and Hope in an American City, is a riveting, beautifully rendered account of a disaster that became a tale of activism and hope, the story of a city that came together to fight for justice and the right to build a better world for their—and all of our—children.

LINDA S. BIRNBAUM
Doctor of Science
Linda S. Birnbaum, Ph.D., has exhibited bravery during a time when science, especially environmental science, has been marginalized. She is a pioneer, leader, researcher, and environmental health advocate.

Birnbaum is the former director of the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences of the National Institutes of Health, and the National Toxicology Program. A board-certified toxicologist, she served as a federal scientist for 40 years, and was granted scientist emeritus status when she retired. Birnbaum spent 19 years at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, where she directed the largest division focusing on environmental health research.

In 2016, Birnbaum was awarded the North Carolina Award in Science. She was elected to the Institute of Medicine of the National Academies, one of the highest honors in the fields of medicine and health, and to the Collegium Ramazzini, an independent, international academy of internationally renowned experts. Birnbaum earned honorary doctorates from the University of Rochester, Ben-Gurion University in Israel, and Amity University in India. Named a Distinguished Alumna by the University of Illinois, she received the Surgeon General’s Medallion in 2014.

President of the Society of Toxicology and vice president of the International Union of Toxicology, the umbrella organization for toxicology societies in more than 50 countries, she is the author of more than 1,000 peer-reviewed publications. Birnbaum is an adjunct professor at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, and was recently appointed a Scholar in Residence at Duke University.

WILLIAM P. BABCOCK ’68, M.A. ’72
Doctor of Humane Letters
Col. William P. Babcock, U.S. Army, retired, is a 1968 graduate of the University of Rhode Island who has served his country, Rhode Island, and his alma mater with honor. At URI, he completed the Army Reserve Officer Training Corps program, earned his bachelor's degree in history, and was commissioned as a second lieutenant.

In August of 1969, Babcock was assigned to the Republic of South Vietnam. During one of his missions in Cambodia, his company commander was killed. Babcock immediately took command of the company and also rescued a wounded comrade. He was awarded the Silver Star for his actions.

After his first active-duty tour, Babcock earned a master's degree in education from URI in 1972 and worked for the next 15 years as a student personnel administrator at various colleges and universities. He also completed a master's degree in business administration at Bryant University. He is a graduate of the Army War College.

Babcock served full time in the Rhode Island National Guard for 21 years, and volunteered for active-duty tours in Afghanistan in 2003 and Iraq in 2005. He retired as a brigade commander and is a founding member and first president of the URI ROTC Alumni chapter. His awards include the Combat Infantry Badge, Silver Star, two Bronze Star medals, Purple Heart, Air Medal, and the Rhode Island Cross.

He now serves as coordinator of Veteran Mentors for the Rhode Island Veterans Treatment Court.
NAVYN SALEM  
Doctor of Humane Letters  
In 2009, Navyn Salem set out to help end the crisis of global malnutrition by founding Edesia, a U.S. nonprofit, social enterprise, with a mission to treat and prevent malnutrition in developing countries worldwide. She is founder and CEO of the company, whose Rhode Island factory produces a range of fortified, peanut-based products like Plumpy’Nut for such humanitarian agencies as UNICEF, World Food Programme, USAID, and other non-governmental organizations working in emergency and conflict zones. Since 2010, Edesia has reached more than 13 million children in over 56 countries, including Somalia, Venezuela, Yemen, and Syria. In 2019, Salem launched a new line of nut butters called MeWe, developed to address hunger and the nutritional challenges through the ages and stages of life here in the United States from babies to the elderly. MeWe is also used as a snack in school lunch programs and for food banks here in the United States as part of the COVID-19 emergency response. Salem was named Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of the Year/New England in 2018, New Englander of the Year by the New England Council in 2017, and New England Business Woman of the Year by Bryant University. She was awarded honorary degrees by her alma mater, Boston College (2012), as well as Bryant University (2014), Providence College (2017), and Curry College (2018). She is a trustee of Boston College. She is a 2014 Henry Crown Fellow of the Aspen Institute and a member of the Aspen Global Leadership Network. Salem’s father is from Tanzania, and she has four daughters, all of whom were the inspiration for the creation of Edesia.

This program includes faculty members who were granted emerita/us status as of May 1, 2021.

JEROME ADAMS  
Professor of Human Development and Family Science  
Professor Adams has been a faculty member in the Department of Human Development and Family Science since 1989. He has demonstrated excellence in all areas of his work, including teaching, research, and administration. Most notably, he served as the director of the Couple and Family Therapy Program for 13 years and department chair of HDF for six years. He has been a valued member of the University of Rhode Island community and has made numerous contributions to the larger Rhode Island community as a licensed psychologist and marriage and family therapist.

MARTIN BIDE  
Professor of Textiles, Fashion Merchandising and Design  
Martin Bide’s Ph.D. from the University of Bradford and United Kingdom industrial experience led to URI where, since 1991, he has taught students the joys and intricacies of textile science. His research in biomedical materials and sustainability has produced papers, book chapters, and patents. Professor Bide is a past president of the American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists, founding editor of its Journal of Research and an awardee of its Olney Medal. He is a fellow of the Society of Dyers and Colourists and the Royal Society of Chemistry, and received the 2011 URI Foundation’s Scholarly Excellence Award.

PETER BLANPIED  
Professor of Physical Therapy  
Professor Blanpied has been at URI since the start of the physical therapy program, joining the faculty in 1989. He has had the privilege of training more than 700 physical therapists. He has remained a practicing PT for his entire career and is board-certified in orthopedics and fellowship-trained in manual therapy. He has enjoyed bringing clinical stories and skills into the classroom and the URI clinic. Over the course of his career, his scholarship has focused on muscle stiffness, arthritis, and the conservative management of neck pain. He retires as the interim chair of the Physical Therapy Department.

JOHN BURKETT  
Professor of Economics  

HONORARY DEGREES  
continued

FACULTY EMERITI 2020–2021
DEBRA A. ERICKSON-OWENS
Associate Professor of Nursing

Debra Erickson-Owens joined the URI faculty in 2009. She earned a B.S. in nursing from Boston University, an M.S. in nursing midwifery from the University of Utah, and a Ph.D. in nursing from the University of Rhode Island. Professor Erickson-Owens has made significant contributions directed at improving maternal and child health. Her National Institutes of Health-funded research included studies of cord-clamping at time of birth, providing pivotal evidence to change cord-clamping practices and related national policies. She is a fellow in the American Academy of Nursing and in the American College of Nurse Midwives.

GINETTE FERSZT
Professor of Nursing

Ginette Ferszt joined the URI faculty in 1993. She earned a B.A. in psychology from Central Connecticut State College, an M.S.N. in nursing from the University of Pennsylvania, and a Ph.D. from the University of Rhode Island. Professor Ferszt has the distinction of being at the forefront of pioneering contributions regarding the health needs and health-care disparities facing incarcerated women. She is widely published, and her advocacy and scientific contributions have influenced scholars across the globe. Professor Ferszt is a fellow in the American Academy of Nursing.

TIMOTHY S. GEORGE
Professor of History

Timothy George is a historian of modern Japan, particularly its environmental history, with an A.B. from Stanford, an M.A. from the University of Hawai’i, and an A.M. and Ph.D. from Harvard. In his 23 years at URI, he taught East and Southeast Asian history and served as history department chair, president of the URI American Association of University Professors, secretary and historian of URI’s Phi Beta Kappa chapter, coordinator of the Asian studies minor, and coordinator of the “China Rising” Honors Colloquium. On leave from URI, he was a Fulbright researcher in Japan and visiting professor at Harvard.

GĪTAHI GĪTĪTĪ
Professor of English

Gītahi Gītītī joined the URI faculty in 1991, having received a B.Ed. from Kenyatta University, an M.A. from the University of Kenya, and a Ph.D. from the University of Minnesota. A talented and widely published poet in both English and Gikuyu, his notable collections include Mũkũnga-Mbura Gũtarĩ Matu (“Rainbow in an Arid Sky”) and Mboomuĩratũthũkire Nairobi (“Bomb[in’] Nairobi”). Professor Gītītī is also an expert on African and African American literature, Black film, and postcolonial theory. For many years he was an instructor in URI’s Talent Development Program, and remains committed to its goals and students.

MERCEDES A. RIVERO HUDEC
Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering

Professor Rivero Hudec, earned her chemical engineering B.S. at Universidad Simón Bolívar (Venezuela), and her M.S. and Ph.D. at the University of Pennsylvania. Before joining URI, she was a National Institutes of Health’s visiting fellow, and an instructor at Thomas Jefferson University. Her interests are in the environmental/sustainability areas. Professor Rivero was the College of Engineering’s associate dean of students and diversity. She received the 2011 URI Multicultural Center’s Faculty Excellence Diversity Award. She has collaborated closely with colleagues across campus, including work toward the establishment of the International Engineering Program in Spanish, and the Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems program.

JANICE HULME
Clinical Professor of Physical Therapy

Professor Hulme has been involved with the physical therapy program for 22 years and has been a full-time core faculty member for 11 years. A champion of hands-on learning, she was instrumental in integrating treatment of real patients into the curriculum as well as developing community outreach programs serving the elderly and individuals with neurologic impairments. She led the department in developing opportunities for inter-professional education. Together with her efforts at URI and in her physical therapy practice, she influenced the perspectives and training of hundreds of future and young professionals.
ROBERT LAFORGE
Professor of Psychology

Robert Laforge received his Sc.D. from Johns Hopkins in 1987 with a focus on health policy and research methods. He joined the Cancer Prevention Research Center (CPRC) at URI as research faculty in 1991, was promoted to research professor in 2000, and became full professor in the Department of Psychology in 2002. Professor Laforge developed and managed the CPRC’s Survey Research Center and was an integral collaborator in health promotion research using the transtheoretical model. He served as director of the graduate program in behavior science, mentored graduate students, and taught graduate and undergraduate courses in statistics and research methods.

D.M.L. MEYER
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering

Donna Meyer earned her Ph.D. from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, joining URI in 2002. Her research focuses on experiments and analytical models using continuum mechanics. Tribology and dissipative processes are her special interest. She quantified morphological changes due to polymer wear and transformed Reynolds equation to accommodate geometry orientations for hemispherical bearings commonly seen in machines and hip replacements. She taught URI’s first tribology course—one of only a handful in the United States at the time. Professor Meyer puts a high value on research, and teaching and mentoring undergraduate and graduate students. Before academia, she worked 15 years in the industry.

D. MONGEAU
Professor, University Library

Deborah Mongeau (M.S.L.S. Rutgers University) joined the URI faculty in 1987 as a government publications librarian. As a government documents librarian in public libraries in Rhode Island and Pennsylvania, she learned the value of government information. She served as chair of public services 2007–2019. She facilitated the cataloging of government documents and taught classes on how to locate and use government information. As chair, she facilitated the transformation of the department into a coordinated team. She served on University committees and the Faculty Senate. Her research focused on the use of government information and the literature of public coastal access.

DEBORAH MONGEAU
Professor, University Library

Deborah Mongeau (M.S.L.S. Rutgers University) joined the URI faculty in 1987 as a government publications librarian. As a government documents librarian in public libraries in Rhode Island and Pennsylvania, she learned the value of government information. She served as chair of public services 2007–2019. She facilitated the cataloging of government documents and taught classes on how to locate and use government information. As chair, she facilitated the transformation of the department into a coordinated team. She served on University committees and the Faculty Senate. Her research focused on the use of government information and the literature of public coastal access.

CAROLE F. MILLER
Professor of Economics

Carole Miller joined the Department of Economics in 1986. She earned a Ph.D. in economics from Syracuse University in 1988. Her research focused on the experience of married women in the labor force. During her 35 years at the University of Rhode Island, she was an active member of the AAUP Grievance Committee advocating for faculty rights.

DENNIS W. NIXON
Professor of Marine Affairs

Professor Nixon joined the faculty of the Marine Affairs Program in 1976. He taught courses in marine and coastal law and served as the graduate program coordinator for 25 years. He subsequently served as an associate dean in the College of the Environment and Life Sciences and the Graduate School of Oceanography for the next 12 years, and then completed his career as the director of Rhode Island Sea Grant. He also was supported by the National Science Foundation to serve as the legal advisor of the University-National Oceanographic Laboratory System, where he was involved with maritime law disputes all over the world.

WILLIAM OHLEY
Professor of Electrical Engineering

William Ohley received his Ph.D in electrical engineering from Stony Brook University in 1976, then joined URI. He holds three U.S. patents, has more than 1,800 scientific citations for work in cardiac assist, resuscitation, and stochastic fractals, and has authored hundreds of publications. He mentors two minority student programs: the American Indian Science Engineering Society and Harvard’s Biomedical Science Careers Program. He was awarded the Diplôme de Partenaire Émérite from University d’Orleans in 1996. He served as president of the URI American Association of University Professors, was faculty senator, and as department chair, championed the expansion of his department to include computer and biomedical engineering.
RONALD J. ONORATO  
Professor of Art and Art History  
Ronald Onorato earned his Ph.D. from Brown University and joined the Department of Art and Art History in 1977. His research centers on preservation of American architecture and sculpture (18th century through late modernism.) He served as senior curator at museums in California, Massachusetts, and New York; commissioner on the Rhode Island Historical Preservation and Heritage Commission; chair of the National Register Review Board; and member of the American Institute of Architects. His books include *Buildings of Rhode Island* and *Newport Architecture*. He co-founded the URI Center for the Humanities, served as vice chair of the Faculty Senate, and was department chair for 19 years.

NORMA J. OWENS  
Professor of Pharmacy  
Associate Dean for Student and Academic Affairs  
Norma Owens completed a B.S. in pharmacy, a Pharm.D., and a postdoctoral fellowship before beginning her 38-year career in the College of Pharmacy. Professor Owens was a leader in geriatric education, scholarship, and practice. Among her many University roles, she served as chair of the Department of Pharmacy Practice and associate dean. Professor Owens is affiliated with several not-for-profit organizations that support quality elder care in Rhode Island and is the former president of the board and current treasurer for Steere House Nursing & Rehabilitation Center. She is a fellow of the American College of Clinical Pharmacy.

DONNA SCHWARTZ-BARCOTT  
Professor of Nursing  
Donna Schwartz-Barcott joined the URI faculty in 1975. She earned her B.S. in nursing from the University of Washington and an M.A. and Ph.D. in anthropology, and an M.S. in public health education from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Professor Schwartz-Barcott has made sustained contributions to community health nursing and the application of theory to practice. She has published more than 50 book chapters and journal articles, including her seminal work on the hybrid model of concept development, with colleague Hesook Suzie Kim. Professor Schwartz-Barcott is a fellow in the American Anthropological Association.

KAREN WISHNER  
Professor of Oceanography  
Karen Wishner earned her B.A. from the University of Chicago and her Ph.D. from Scripps Institution of Oceanography. In 1980, she became the first woman hired as a tenure-track faculty member at the Graduate School of Oceanography. Her research focused on zooplankton and environmental processes from the sea surface to depth. Seagoing projects, including on R/V *Endeavor* and submersible *Alvin*, explored the Gulf Stream, Georges Bank, Arabian Sea, seamounts, and the Pacific. She also investigated right whale-zooplankton interactions. Recent research focuses on deoxygenation and zooplankton. Wishner taught zooplankton and deep-sea biology and took many students to sea. She was co-principal investigator on URI’s ADVANCE project to recruit women faculty.
Some names of degree candidates may have been added or withdrawn from the official graduation list after this program was published. Notations of distinction for graduation—cum laude, magna cum laude, and summa cum laude—are those in effect at the time of publishing.

Students complete a degree and a major. For liberal arts degrees, the major is not included in the degree title or on the diploma.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Alexander J. Abbatiello **
Tyler Joseph Aceto **
Elicia Charlotte Ackerman †
Darvin Acosta ‡
Tolulope Ademola
Kristin Elese Aiello ‡
Elizabeth Lynn Albuquerque *
Kenia Aldana †
Price Alexander
Mishal Ali Khan †
Dalton S. Allaben ***
Brittney Marie Allen
Omar Alsasa
Emmely Trejo Alvarez
Jude Amoako
Jacqueline Marie Anderson **
Kurtis Liam Anderson ** ‡
Sydney Cheryl Andrews
Allison Marie Andrade **
Linara Brito Andrade
Abigail Andrulitis ***
Arianna Elizabeth Angeloni
Courtney J. Angers
Jonathan B. Annear
Eden Rose Antonucci
Rachel Mary Antonizio ***
Zachary Gage Antonucci
Nadia Mikella Anzalone
Julie Ann Appar
Keren Leigh Appelbaum ***
Karla N. Arevalo
Emma Jewel Armand *
Evan Arnott *
Richard J. Bacik
Oluwaseun Bademosi
Jordan Baer †
Owen Kindl Bajrami
Laura J. Banks-Ordone
Jillian Rose Bannon
Tylia S. Baptista
Spencer D. Barber
Rachel E. Barovier
Jennifer Elizabeth Barrett ‡
Matthew Robert Barrette
Robert R. Bartlett
Nicolas Braden Bassi
Sheila Bautista
Patrick Bayne †
Jordan Wayne Beason
Danielle Beatrice **
Brandon M. Beauchamp ‡
Kayla Nicole Beauchamp †
Alexis Deborah Becote-Russo ‡
Mason D. Belcher *
Molly Kathleen Beluk ** †
Brendan J. Bennett *
Nathan Rigby Bennett
Aysha Bentick *
Michael Robert Bentley **
Emma Elizabeth Benun
Timothy P. Berard *** †
Alex Walter Berger
Cole Berkowitz
Nikole Bermudez
Lindsay R. Berthaume *** †
Androniki Bida
Anna Helen Bidwell
Alessandra Bifulco
Devon M. Binion **
Andre Blackett
Sean Michael Blanchard ***
Brendan C. Blessing
Marilena Marina Bona
Eleanor P. Bonn **
Veronica Nicole Borda †
Alyssa A. Botelho ***
Weldon Ross Boyer †
Blake Brawer †
Richard Scott Breault **
Paige M. Bridgewater *
John Francis Broderick *
Ashley L. Bronk *
Maxwell Vincent Brouillard
Hannah Watts Brown
Kwadir Brown †
Matthew Thomas Brown
Theresa Marie Brown **
Omar Andrew Bryan
Ashley E. Bucklin ** †
Madeline Dyanne Burtt **
John Michael Butler ** †
Sabrina R. Cabral ‡
Wesley M. Cabral
Rossierlin Cajigas *
Erin Mary Callahan *
Scott Michael Callahan
Sarah Elizabeth Callazzo ***
Naleen N. Camara ***
Katie Campanelli **†
Nora Joy Canepa †
Ronni Sue Capaldi * †
Joseph M. Caporelli †
Alyssa Marie Carbone
Vanessa Cardillo ***
Brian R. Cardinal ‡
Jason David Carey ***
Kayla Hannah Carfaro
Claire Taylor Cargill *** †
Sara J. Carlson *
Derek Edward Carpenter
Joshua D. Carr
Hayden S. Carr-Loize ***
Patrick Daniel Carroll †
Sydney Corey Carson †
Ricardo Cartagena
Jeremy Jermaine Carter-Sheppard
Juliana Caserta
Peter Edward Cataldo
Capri Catanzano **
Adem Besir Cebi
Matthew Francis Cecchini
Joseph Anthony Ceccolini
Samuel V. Ceceri †
Alexander S. Cerullo
Sierra Whitney Chabot **
Yoselin Chajal
Sarah Ysabel Chambers ***
Mohammed Imran Chandoo
Inesh Chari
Alexis R. Charpentier **
Jaedon Lee Charron ‡
Shalini McCabe Chase ‡
Jordan Chelo ** †
Kevin D. Chenard
Tzu Lien Chien **
Nina-Monique Choquette *
Chloe Rose Ciccione ***
Taylor Lee Cilelli
Carissa Elizabeth Cimini
Aboubacar Cisse †
Peter Kimmitt Clark
Robert James Clark
Easton Clary
Grace Cody **
Damon Michael Coffey
Max C. Coffin ‡
Emma Cohen
Kaylee S. Cohober
Zachary Colando *
Nicholas S. Colicci ***
Abigail M. Colletto ‡
Taryn Victoria Collins
Taylor Collins
Tyler Nicholas Collins
Christopher J. Comeau
Marcus Santino Comolli
Alyson Leigh Conlon

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† Requirements completed in 2020
‡ Requirements to be completed August 2021
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brooke V. Conneally **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole V. Connelly *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deavante E. Contreras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin James Coppinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William P. Corbett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole M. Cordeau ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob P. Cordeiro ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiant Maxwell Coren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Coristine †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabian Coronado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald Cortorreal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karina Costello *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emmaline Elizabeth Cote ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith Elise Cote †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidi R. Crabbe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Creamer **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melchior Francis Crescenti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron B. Croft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaylin Crucey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Cruso †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna-Maria Cruz *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nataly Cruz **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Rose Cullen ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Cunningham ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliana R. Cuomo ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Gerard Curreri †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah A. Cyr †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dondre N. Dacosta †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadie Grace Dahlborg ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail C. Dailey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas David DallaValle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebdon Cole Darling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan James Davis **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William C. DeBlois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward G. Debrito</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Deenihan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlyn E. Deerkoski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Michele Deery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Ann Degnan ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella M. Degrasse †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph J. Degros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley DeJesus †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan De La Cruz †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Delasanta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bethany M. DeLoof ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniela Del Portillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carl R. Deluca †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simone Kaitlyn Demers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Henry DePrete *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Mae DeSanti *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbegail Ann DeSista ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paige Delia Desjardin ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diogo Miguel DeSoussa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah M. DeSoussa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise Mariette Dezendorf ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elton Saniel Dias †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie D. DiBenedetto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Jackson DiBias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell Dickens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rashod Dickerson †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob E. Dickinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca A. Dickinson ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leo Angelo DiMaio †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah H. DiMatteo †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haydee Dias †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison Reed Dolan †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward J. Donovan ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Donovan †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Elizabeth Donovan †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Doria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agnella R. Dougal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Dourant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jake Downie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Francis Doyle †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zakary S. Drapeau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles G. Dresing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Alexander DuBois ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra Duda †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Elizabeth Dunphy †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randy Manuel Duran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoe Durkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ewa Dziewrzyńska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Arthur Eddy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zainab Olatutu Edina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah-Sophia R. Egan †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhianna B. Eleck †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel D. Eleuterio †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan R. Elias †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malia F. Erickson †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josue A. Espanol-Hiciano †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander C. Esposito †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Anne Evans †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandrina M. Evers †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie B. Fagan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Faxas-Cruz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Leigh Fay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Frank Fazio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurt Lawrence Feinberg †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leo Jacob Feingold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Rose Fernandes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily M. Fernandes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace D. Fernandez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Dorothy Ferreira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler David Ferreira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baheem D. Ferrell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliana Ferrell †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Micheal Ferrigno †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gianni Figueroa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Christine Fiori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendan James Flood **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Lynn Folan †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael P. Foley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendrick F. Fonseca †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie-Paule Charlene Foppossi †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Forcier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michaela A. Fornaro †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Ann Frazzo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith N. Freeman †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Joseph Freitas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Fremming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Joseph Fresher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Fulton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conor I. Furlong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanderley da Veiga Furtado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael P. Gabriaou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evanna Gabriello †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Marie Gagnon †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Nicole Gainor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa M. Galicia †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark George Gall †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie M. Gannon †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose Garcia †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Anthony Garvey †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell Gates †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malik Gavek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peneal Y. Gebru †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kianna M. Gederman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Andrew Gerenz †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamar Snow Gershman †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas Michael Gesiumundo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonardo A. Giarrusso †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karissa M. Giglietti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris I. Gilchrist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah G. Gladstone †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiona Marie Gianville †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex M. Glenn †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neal Glennon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlin J. Glick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wylie-Grace Marie Goddard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Thomas Gomes †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Marie Gomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Wesley Freitas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goncalves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward J. Goodkin †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily G. Gordon †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jake Skyleer Gothers †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jillian Ashley Gottbetter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Gourley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin Michael Grace †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bianca Delissa Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jahniki Grant †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alise C. Greco †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Lucie Greene †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven L. Gregory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Callie Griffiths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Michael Grimes †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Jean Griswold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Callum Grosfeld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelina Gudoshnik †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia R. Guevremont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Haley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Spencer Hamill †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audrey E. Hammond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Louise Hanchuk †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiona Kathleen Hanley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Claire Hanley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Elizabeth Harrington †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas James Hartman †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Parker Hathaway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaun D. Hawkins †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Patrick Hayes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob W. Heard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Michael Hecht †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin J. Hendrickson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Patricia Herberger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Hering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Michelle Hener †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron D. Hertz †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher G. Hetu †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Praneeeth A. Hewathanthri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randy Jesus Hiciano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan P. Hines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Thomas Hochmuth †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cia-Ron Patrick Hodgkinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chase Hoffman †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick W. Hoffman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Katherine Hogan †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Hogan †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid Matthew Hogan †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan D. Holden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Elizabeth Honey †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Patrick Hopkins †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanda M. Hopkins †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dara Hoy †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Huang †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew C. Hultquist †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carson Humulock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher E. Iannitelli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Marie Igenfritz †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian S. Imano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Rosalia Impurgia †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Elizabeth Itrace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael O. Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Jalowy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Michael Javier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Jean-Laurent †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>continued</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Aram J. Joharjian **
Nicole Marie Johnson
Quinn Catherine Johnston **
Devin Jolin
Abigail Elizabeth Jones **
Harley Danielle Jones ** †
Nicholas Martin Jones
Nicholas Steven Jones ***
Samarah Noelle Jonfex
Gina Christie Jouaneh ***
Abigail Anne Judson
Gina Christie Jouaneh ***
Samantha Lynn King
Jeffrey E. Kimmerlein *
Alison E. Kifyak **
John Alexander Keyes
Sarah Ann Kessel ** †
Caitlin Elisabeth Kelly *** †
Mackenzie Paige Kelshaw
Joseph Robert Kenedy
Benjamin Daniel Kernis ***
Carlee Rose Kerr ***
Rassaua D. Kerr
Kristen Kertanis
Sarah Ann Kessel ** †
John Alexander Keyes
Alison E. Kifyak **
Jeffrey E. Kimmelman *
Samantha Lynn King
Gian Marco Kishly
Angel Jingyi Kleiman ***
Mara E. Kleinman ***
Charles Highma Kolie
Yuuki Konishi
Nicholas Walter Kopsick
Susan C. Kosiba
Jonathan W. Koski †
Dobromira Kostadinova
Vasiliki Kostolias
Liam Kot-Thompson **
Ally Kramer
Kayla Denise Krauss †
Colin C. Krogs
Joseph P. Lachance *
Ashley Katherine LaFargue-Soucie *
Angel Elias Lajara
Madeline Liebe Lake **
Samuel R. Lake
Emil Gaetano La Marca ‡
Emily Lanthier ***
Chad Matthew Landow
Jesse Elizabeth Langelie
Austin Kirk Lamphere
Alyssa Lynn Lassandro
Katelyn Marie Laudone ***
Amelia Lavallee *
Viet-Hung Le
Matthew Leake
Edward Preston Lee
Steven T. Lee
Johanna Mata Leffler *** †
Michelle Legault
Brook K. Leite **
Alexis Paulina LeMay
Stefanie Lemus
Connor Lee Lenihan †
Emma Michelle Lennon ***
Catherine A. Lenox **
Samantha Bey Levy ***
Everett Clinton Lewis *
Marc Alexander Libock
Alger Lin ***
Natalie E. Lindner ***
Elizabeth Miriam Littlefield
Dyson Lo
Ryan Aram Loftus
Sahira Lora *
Alexandra Lord ***
Marie Senie Loua
Elizabeth Lucia **
Alisha Luiz †
Patrick Lynch
Tyler Joseph Lynch
Ethan Joseph Lyons †
Brianna Kathryn MacDonald *
Kelly Lian MacDonnell ***
Haley Madison Macedo ‡
Alexis MacFarlane
Kristina Marie MacLure ***
Bridget Madden ***
Julia Ellen Madden *** †
Bastian Amilivia Madsen *
Gia Rose Maffucci
Jillian-Marie Emelia Magliano
Evan F. Mahoney †
Andrew Philip Main ***
Francesca Giovanna Maina
Julia V. Maker †
John R. Malczynski
Lucas Z. Malley
Ariana N. Manelis ***
Menwon Mansuo †
Jeanne-Marie Marcotte ***
Sarah Alison Margolin
Peyton Keri Marler **
Ryan Anthony Marsella †
Duncan Jay Marshall
Lisa Marshall *
Alex Martin *
Samantha Lynn Martins *** †
Joshua Alfred Mason †
Emily Masse †
Ainsley Masseur ***
Elizabeth C. Matczak ‡
Nichole Alexandre Mateo
Camryn Paige Mathews *** †
Willa M. Matos
Brian Jacob Matson
Nicholas Gilbert Matta
Paige Maxson
Anita Hazel Mayfield-Sheehan
Kaylee C. Maynard ** †
Evan C. McAlice ***
Michael J. McBreen †
James McBride
Phoebe M. McCaffrey *
Sean Daniel McCarthy *
Nicholas McCooy ***
Lucas James McCulloch ***
Thomas Whitaker McDade
Kayleigh A. McElroy
Erin Elizabeth McGowan †
Thomas Edward McGrath ***
Kayla Ann McInnis ***
James Ian McIntosh ***
Hope Christina McKinney *** †
Liam McKinnon
Emily Hafner McLaughlin ***
Colleen Mary McNamara
Matthew McNamee ***
Andre Medeiros
Julia Ann Medeiros **
Cara Elizabeth Megill **
Jacob A. Melo
Ryan T. Menard *
Caroline Guadalupe Mendez
Shaelyn M. Menninger
Sara Lynn Mergner †
Matthew Merzbacher
Christopher M. Metcalf †
Rebecca K. Meyers ***
Samantha Christine Meyers
Christopher Andrew Micale
Kayla Michaud **
Ethan Alexander Miller †
Jourdan Alexander Miller **
Sean Miller *
Christopher Milne †
William S. Moffatt
Julio Molina †
Ryan Matthew Monat †
Morgan A. Monteiro
Kevin Dofers Moore
McKenzie Lee Moore ***
Kayla Lynn Morin
Julia Marin Moro
Catherine Morris ** †
Jacob Mowbray †
Chloe Nicole Mumford †
Robert A. Munroys *
Samantha L. Myette *
Bassil Nader †
Jessica Nicole Nagle *** †
Savanna Rose Napolitano *** †
Isaac Bennett Narcizo †
Catherine Nazareth
Monika O. Neal ***
Katie Nelson **
Steve Nemec †
Laura Ann Newsholme
Sedes Nhar
Nicole Ann Niles ***
Kendra Niziak
Kerry N. Noonan
Jenna M. Nordlinger **
Katherine Norman *** †
Amanda Marie
Notarantonio *** †
Sarah Nowak
Eric M. Nunes ***
Sara E. Oberst †
Sierra N. Obi †
Samantha Rae Obolsky *** †
Molly Isabella O’Brien ***
Kayla L. O’Connor **
Lorenza Russell O’Donnell *
Rachelle J. Ojo
Oluwatoyin T. Okele ***
Ajbola Olatunji
Kerri Olsen

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† Requirements completed in 2020
‡ Requirements to be completed August 2021
Skyler H. Van Horn †
Liam Sail Van Nostrand
John Varbero
Kenneth A. Vargas
Kerry J. Vargas ***
Marloon Vargas ‡
Marta Vargas
Brendan James Vaudrain
Rebekah Marie Vecchiarelli **
Erin C. Vermilye
Jayme Barbosa Vieira
Hector R. Vila
Angelirys Natashka Villanova ‡
Tara Vollmar
Lauren Ilyssa Von Holten
Darren Paul Wagner †
Christopher H. Walker ‡
John M. Walsh ‡
Michael Walsh ‡
Shoshana L. Adler *** †
Ryan Christoper Alexander
Camille V. Audette ‡
Trevor Baynard †
Emma Rose Becker †
Kyle E. Blanchette †
Alison Castaneda †
Micaela Chile
Matthew James Corbett †
Conor Delaney
Trey DeAngelo DiGioia
Shannon Paige Donnelly ***
Kate M. Dyson **
Jay W. Forcello **
Alexander Michael Grey †
Erin Andrea Haas
Zoe Hayn ***
Lauren Elizabeth Jannetti
Jennifer Madriaga †
Allison L. Marchetti
Erin M. McGowan †
Jourdan Alexander Miller **
Brian Patrick Miranda
Mary Frances Mullen ***
Athena Catherine Elizabeth Naksriss †
Julia Frances Nelson
Adam Pasquale Oliveras *
Siobhan Maire Olsen †
David John Richards †
Kathleen Mary Trahan ***
Nicole Elyse Young **

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

Shoshana L. Adler *** †
Matthew James Wolenski
Elizabeth Wong †
Shelly E. Wood
Rose Baade Wood ***
Cierra Wornum
Jacob Robert Wright *
Shuqing Wu ***
Ethan S. Wylle ***
Ariana Anita Wynn ***
William Bradford Yaggy
Yu-Ching Yang
Claudia Yao
Talha Yasin †
Claire M. Yoler
Charlotte Mary Young
Kaitlin Young *
Kelsey Young **
Galvin Yuan
Gianna L. Zackarian ***
Anthony Bernardo Zainyeh
Jahaziel V. Zapata
Stavros Zarokostas
Robert John Zenga III *** †
Aida Irene Zilkic †
Elijah R. Zuffoletti *
Nicole Zurita †

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

Morgan H. Bott ***
Jacob Brunelle †
Daniel Caramante †
Faareas Deeb **
Nathan J. Hanrahan
Emily Rose Iwuc ***
Peter C. Kelmeli ***
Kristin Bronwen Lafferty **
Brandi E. Lane ***
Brendon Lewis ***
Christina Ashley Nero ***
Alex Charles Ray *
Michael Douglas Robinson ***
Lauren A. Stelmasczyk
Adam P. Stevens

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Karen Abdallah
Alan C. Aguilar
Dylan R. Allhusen *
Kyle W. Allhusen
Demues Elan Alves
Alexandre Takeshi Onishi
Assanuma
Daniel P. Baglini ***
Marven Beauvais †
John Franklin Bertsch ***
John P. Best †
Jacob Lewis Bliss ***
Jerry Bonne-Annee †
Alexandra Katherine Bosco
Adam Joseph Cabral ***
Erik Vernon Carlson †
Casey Lynch Carter
Grace Elizabeth Castillo **
Timothy Terence Colaneri ***
Evon R. Cole **
Tyler Jacob Cole
Sean M. Courage †
Paige C. Courtemanche **
Andrew P. Davey
Sean Daylor †
Kyle Mac Dean
Evan Jonathan DeBassio
Jair M. Delgado
James Paul Michael Dwyer
Michael Russell Eiger
Zhen Fang
Gianni Figueroa ***
Thomas J. Fletcher
Alexander M. Flosdorf

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† Requirements completed in 2020
‡ Requirements to be completed August 2021
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Brennon Anthony Pafume
Emily Perkins †
Matt R. Pitman *
Rebecca Eliza Porras †
Jose Quevedo †
Jacob A. Rojek
Kiana Lynn Ross ***
Sofia R. Rossii **
Alexander Patrick Roy
Antonio Levada Sanders
Madison Raine Sanders
Aaron Schneideret ††
Kevin Seguin *
Kyle Andrew Selleck †
Mark Andrew Semco ***
Kayla Celestino Shamayev
Sarah Shaw
Lily Sisouvong
Victoria Smith
Dylan James Stolba
Benjamin Martin Susla
Brendan G. Tierney †
Panorea Tirja
Benjamin T. Torgan †
Shawn T. Vincent
Ryan Richard Viti ††
Quincy Francis West
Henry T. Wunderlich
Anthony Bernardo Zainyeh
Joseph David Zazza †
Andrew J. Zelano † †
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Bria E. Allen
Mariana Arauco †
Emma Jewel Armand *
Brittani Erin Arrigale
Gabrielle Madison Baker
Deanna Maria Bellomo
Jessica Grace Block **
Molly Christine Bots *
Gianna Nicole Cammarota *
Tzu Lien Chien **
Annie Rose Conlon
Kayla M. Conlon
Natalie W. Coughlin **
Anna-Maria Cruz †
Safiatu Bah Dallas †
Kara Christina Dalton
Amber Alexis Dibner
Garrett Thomas Elderkin
Mary Rose Enos
Ashley Anne Evans *
Haley Nicole Fanara
Morgan Leigh Fay
Catherine Grace Figliuolo
Mary Hing Gee
Emma Gherardi *
Wendy Isabel Gutierrez
Claudia Anne Harrington
Natalie L. Hassmann *
Sherilyn I. Hinchey ***
Megan P. Hines
Amanda Michele Howard
Lily Iannitti *
Daija Jackson
Sophia Halyna Joslin
Abigail Anne Judson
Alison E. Kifyak **
Brianna Kostaris
Jordan Bailey Lickie
Brianna Kathleen Lizotte ‡
Jeralyn Lora
Erin M. McGowan *
Emma Hope McGrath *
Mercedes Monteiro †
Soleil Moon
Kristen Ann Mullen ‡
Kelsie O’Brien
Molly Elizabeth O’Brien †
Ashley Olsen
Osirael Orellana
Gina M. Painchaud
Lauren Papatagos
Haley Alyssa Perlow *
Ashley R. Piggot
Nicolette Claire Pizzichillo
Amanda Noelle Price *
Tori June Pueblo
Alexis A. Raiano ***
Dana Marie Renne
Kaylee Marie Robbins †
Kelsi Rooney *
Sarah Rundbaken **
Erica B. Santantonio *
Alexandra Sauder **
Melissa Hannah Shushan †
Kelly Erin Silk
Gabriela Ines Siniscalchi
Katelyn Rose Stamps
Lauren Danielle Stamps
Andrea Grace Sullivan *** †
Christie Erin Swanson *** †
Gina Tedesco
Jenna Irene Tolin * †
Kara Teresa Turco
Madison Vellis
Sydney Lynn Venditti
Victoria Vincent
Kathleen F. Whetzel
Noah C. Wilbur
Callie A. Williams †
Hannah Lahr Wood
Rose Baade Wood ***
Kelsie Young **
Alysa Reanne Zaukas
Taylor Jade Zavian
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Requirements to be completed August 2021

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN

Kyle Matthew Adomaites
Kendall M. Ahern
Edvin Jaqessson Askselsen *†
Patrick J. Aldridge
Jennae Alexander **†
Kaice Ali
Spencer Adam Alkins
David Scott Allschul
Kristi Lynn Ambrosino **
David Amendola
Matthew Claudio Anania
Luke Michael Anderson
James A. Antolino
Ani Armenakyan
Arianna M. Aspesi **
Ingrid Lorena Avendano **
Meghan A. Aversano
Daniel P. Baglini ***
Paul Connor Baker *
Joshua M. Barber ‡
Alexander M. Barrett *
Jordan Brooke Barrett ***
Clare Ileana Barrios
Meghan Rose Barry ***
Lucas C. Barth
Carl John Baton
Claire G. Beauregard
Adam M. Beckett ***
Melina A. Behnke **
Sarah Marie Benevides ***
Benjamin Bennett
David Warren Benson ***
Daniel Crane Berkowitz
Kamila Bermudez †
Heather R. Bertel
Margaux Angell Bessette *
Carter Hall Blenkowski
Andrew Seth Bikash ‡†
Kelly Ann Blake ‡
Andrew Victor Boerl
Alyssa A. Botelho ***
Britney Boyd *
Caitlyn Elizabeth Bradley ††

Ashley Nicole Braga
Jordan Brajich
Michael Breen **†
Christi Nicole Brennan *
Abigail Marie Brown *
Morgan E. Bruno ††
Brenna Aileen Buckley
Kevin Patrick Bugbee
Rachel Lyn Buken ‡
Brian Douglas Burns
Gabrielle Ariana Butitta *
Anthony Joseph Cabral
Louisa C. Calabrese
Ethan J. Calandra ***
Lindsey A. Caldwell ***
Jonah Sebastian Calliandret
Allison M. Cardillo †
Hannah Careb †
Kristen R. Carriera *
William Cavaliere **
John Joseph Chamberlain
Christopher K. Chan *
Chad Chelo ††
Kaize Chen ‡
Mengyi Chen †
Jonathan Andrew Cherry *
Irie L. Chianese
Oliver Frank Chin
Courtney E. Clegg
Caleigh Frances Clifford **
Victoria Hunter Clinton
Darren P. Coats
Nicholas S. Colicci ***
Jacob John Connors
Nico Conti ***
Madison Melinda Coopridge ***
Richard Corbin
Austin K. Coristine †
Deven Cote
Sean M. Courage †††
John J. Coutu ***
Cory R. Craco ***
Melody J. Crane **
Garrett James Cronin ***
Amelia Marjorie Crosley **†
Ryan Matthew Crowley
Brigid Rose Cullen **
Bridget E. Cullinan *
Andrew Philip Cummings
James P. Currin
Nicholas J. Curran ‡
Jerry A. Dajer
Frank Damiano **
Bryelle Marie Davis *

David DeCesare
Meredith Gale Dee *
Austin Joseph DeGiacomo
Alyzza M. DeGiovanni
Michael Degnan **
Jordan Delisle **
Jarell Miguel De Los Santos †
Alexandra DelPico **
Jillian L. DelPrete ††
Lea T. DeNicola **†
Gregory DeNigris
Abigail Deschaine
Todd Deskin †
John P. Devanna *
Stefan A. Diarbi †
Orlando Marcelino Diaz *
Maxwell Dickens
Mitchell Perry Dickson
Dana DiCristofaro ***
Nicholas DiDonato ***†
Brett Dolan *
Amanda Rose Donnelly *
Sean Thomas Doran *
Lindsay Kathleen Dowd ***
Yuchen Du †
Joseph Thomas Dugas **
Nicholas Michael Dunn
Randi Manuel Duran
Ian Dwyer
Nicholas Phillip Edwards **
Jacob W. Epstein †
Sophia Erdmann †
Jordan Taylor Farnsworth ***
†
John Raphael Ferguson ***
Juliana Ferreri †††
Lauren A. Figueroa
Kathleen Mary Finneran **
Antoniette Fiorilli *
Jacob Mullin Fire
Benjamin Gregory Fishbeyn *
Megan E. Floor **
Jake R. Foreman
Joseph Fortin
Casandra Dion Fossa †
Colin Michael Fox **†
Jacob Matthew Fox **
Neri J. Franco
Christopher M. Francoeur ***
Christopher Freitas †
Laird T. French **†
Dominik D. Furtado
Emily Marie Gagnon **†
Darling Julissa Garcia
Owen Genereux

Emerson McCabe Genovese
Malerie Jean George
Lucas Michael Gersmundo **
Muhammad Abdullah Shah *
Ghazi
Shannon L. Gibbons
Shannon Louisa Giblin *
Mike A. Giron
Anders M. Gleason ***
Olivia Godell ***
Christopher M. Goglia *†
Eli Goldfarb ***
Scott Anthony Goltosso ‡
Alexandra R. Goodness
Bethany Gove
Evan Samuel Graham **
Alexandra Paige Greer ***
Hannah M. Gregson **†
Benjamin L. Grossman
Alex Michael Guketlov ‡
Zhihao Guo ‡
Michael Hajjar ***
Timothy J. Hall Jr. **
Mark Halloran
Christopher T. Hannon
Astrid Kristjana Harris
Nolan Joseph Hemberger **
Hannah L. Hendrick
Mariel K. Hernandez ‡
Austin Michael Herzy *†
Maximilian D. Hessel
Colin Higgins
Kyle Hagan Higgins
Bao Ngoc Hoang *
Beatrice Rose Hoffman *
Braden M. Howe **
Maxwell Howe *
Samantha Rose Hoyt *
Rachel Nicole Hronic
Ryan Thomas Humphreys ***
Riley Duarte Hunt
Ted Keating Hunt
Sara Rosalia Imburgia ***
Callie Jackson ***
Dashaun M. James *†
Karim Jamous ***
Jack Harry Jenckes *†
Kayla Jensen **
Jason Jeronimo
Joshua Israel Jimenez
Hongpeng Jing †
Zachary Lewis Johnson **
Sophie Elizabeth Jordan ***
Zachary Charles Kaplan

† Requirements completed in 2020
‡ Requirements to be completed August 2021
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Henry B. Yianakopolos
Grace Catherine Young **
Madison Young
April Grace Qi Younkin ***
Zachary Thomas Zern †
YiMing Zhou ‡
Alyssa Ann Zito ***

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Olivia Nicole Adolff *
Emma D. Almonte ***
Meghan Kathleen Anderson
Jodielis Andujar *
Molly Barnett **
Kristina Bedrosian
Jenna E. Brien * †
Rebecca Anne Campanella
Jason David Carey ***
Sydney Margaret Chase †
Peter Kimmett Clark
Zoe E. Colavecchio
Alyson Leigh Conlon
Nicholas David DallaValle
Ryan James Davis **
Sophia M. Demopoulos *
Melissa Dittrich **
Jeriann Evans *
Cole J. Firth **
Annika Elke Fisher ***
Leah Franklin *** †
Julia Freeman **
Cassandra Marie Giarrusso
Alexa Giordano **
Alyssa Wynne Hall †
Meghan Elizabeth Harrington ***
Emily Julia Haz **
Julia Katherine Hogan **
Caileigh Holland
Megan Elizabeth Honey **
Jessica Marie Ilgenfritz *** †
Lily Yughaper Janigian *** ‡
Nicholas Steven Jones ***
Trey M. Kassed ***
Mary R. Kehrli *
Angeline Lee LaMonica ***
Cassidy A. LaRosa
Carl R. Legere * ‡
Erica P. Lemieux **
Emma Michelle Lennon ***
Cheryl Anne Long
Tyler Joseph Lynch
Ruth A. Malenfant ***
Emily Nicole Mamunes *
Cara Nicole Mangels **
Ainsley Masseur ***
Katelyn Rose Medeiros **
Shania Rose Moretti ***
Katie Lynne Mossbarger *
Molly Murphy
Lauren R. Neilsen ***
Jenna M. Nordlinger **
Daniela Nudo **
Alexandra I. Obiurka
Lillian Marie O’Hara *** †
Alexandra Marie Phillips
Rachael L. Poulin ***
Brittany N. Pusateri ***
Gina M. Quick **
Sydnee Rose Reardon
Erin Lee Richardson ***
Mikayla R. Riley **
Brianna Rios
Sophia J. Ripper-Donovan
Cassandra Rose Santiago ***
Christina L. Schena **
Liam A. Skelly
Courtney A. Sloan
Emma Kaylee Smith
Felicity Elizabeth Smith **
Carlo Sorrentino
Ashley J. Sosa ***
Hana Marie Soucie
Caroline Elizabeth Spada
Katharine Stoutenburgh
Kennedy Elizabeth Stovall **
Danial Tariq ***
Aaron Thomas Vaughn
Grace Catherine Wilson ***
Linden Mae Wilson *

BACHELOR OF INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Lindsay Margaret Amherst
John Laurent Heroux *** †
Amanda J. Jocelyn **
Kathleen M. Palumbo
Kris M. Petersen
Jennifer V. Vinalon
Rilwan Yussuff

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Claire Alder
Samantha Rae Andrews
Sarah Elizabeth Angell
Lindsey Rose Civita *
Emily M. Dowling *
Abigail Mary Engle
Danielle Harmon **
Jacob W. Kapstein *
Mary R. Kehrli *
Clarina Marie Lee
Cara Nicole Mangels **
Shania Rose Moretti ***
Megan Irene O’Brien
Ciera M. Paolino *
Jessica L. Siddall ***
Sydney Leigh Smith **
Lindsey StClair ***
Samantha Lynn Stuart ***
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOENGINEERING

Sara J. Alkhouri
Saba Bijari
Connor Thomas Brown
Alexander S. Cerullo
Grace Cirella
Anthony M. DellaGrotta
Isam Muratovich Dymov
Hannah Collins Fife
Kyle C. Forgetta
Brayden Alexander Gaouette
Morgan A. Harr
Tiara Higuchi
Raymond John Horvath
Vanessa Laura Kamara
Isabella Lapolito
Sarah E. Leighton
David James Martin
Isaac Michaud
Danielle Nadeau
Kate O'Rourke
Noelle E. Papineau
Hannah N. Roche
Kristen Noel Santoro
Joseph Michael Saporta
Anna R. Seifried
Rachel Rose Small
Hannah Georgia Traianou
Demi J. Villanueva
Matthew K. Vinacco
Tanner J. Wildfong
Brenden Patrick Wood
Natale T. Zanellato

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Omar Alsasa
Trevor L. Andrews
Alexander David Bjornson
Jacob Bosworth
Noah Alexander Burke
Shawn Patrick Carlson
Joseph Anthony Ceccolini
Marissa L. Ciano
Noah Coutcher
Faares A. Deeb
Erin Elizabeth Dunphy
Harrison Davis Ellerman
Jennifer Louise Fijaikowski
Jeffrey Gerhard
James J. Hayden
Jared Arthur Hayes
Sydney F. Hedrick
Mackenzie Elisabeth Jackson
Jaime A. Jaramillo
Harry W. Jones
Gian Marco Kishfy
Matthew Ethan Laferriere
Dylon Lo
Jael Deborah Matteson
Phoebe M. McCaffrey
Nicole V. Montague
Monika O. Neal
Kayla L. O'Connor
Mary Kathleen Palys
Panagiotis Panoutsopoulos
Jonathan Ayers Reid
Alyssa Lynn Ricci
Lucas Rodriguez
Hanah Anne Scala
Job Lawrence Sefferwick
Hailey Simon
Emma Rose Sudduth
Zachary Vandale
Theadora Vessella
Brendan P. Violette
Garrett Robert Winter

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Evan Arnott
Jeffrey Barnas
Craig Barry
Adam Clark Berg
Megan Anna Bloemeke
Sam Christopher
Dylan Matthew Clarkin
Dylan Matthew Clarkin
James Dassinger
James Deffley
Michael Patrick Fagan
Fernando Flores
Cody Ryan Foster
Pamela Franco
Edward H. Gary
Robert Justin Greenstein
Leah Marie Isif
Ashley Korbeil
Kwabena Kyei-Poakwa
Eric P. Lore
Steven W. Lucier
Isaac David Parra Martinez
Hassib Tony Mawad
Ryan John McAteer
Joseph McClain
Sean Patrick McKay
Andrew Joseph Pariseault
Steven M. Parrillo Jr.
Irina Perepelitsa
Nicole C. Rodrigues
Veronica Sapegin
Anthony David Sauvier
Jacira Rosa Soares
Jack B. Spigel
Raymond Munoz Tabares
James Traglia
Austin L. Trefes
Maya Rose Turnbull
Zachary Vandale
Theadora Vessella
Brendan P. Violette
Garrett Robert Winter

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Steven Frank Anzivino
Sergio A. Cardona
James Chen
Nicholas George Clavette
Sean Creamer
Noah Ellis Gibb
William Guo
Justin Edward Hall
John Travis Hunter
David Hwang
Dylan Michael Keeser
Giles Lanowy
Brianna Kathryn MacDonald
Cameron Cruz Marcille
Daniel Mark Jr.
Christopher Anthony Matulaitis
Christopher Medeiros
Jacob Michael Muller
Johann Karl Muller
James Davis Nelson
Peter James Puleo
Oscar A. Ramirez
Heather Rojas
Hung Tran
Jason Hua Yang
Gary K. Zeng

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Tyler Joseph Aceto
Christopher Charles Alexander
Arianna Elizabeth Angeloni
Sarah Gabrielle Arribas
Garrett T. Barker
Michaela L. Bellisle
Eric Paul Berlo
Brandon J. Bisgery
Adam Steven Bouchard
Scott Timothy Brennan
Matthew Francis Cecchini
Alexis R. Charpentier
Nathan Eric Choisy
Joshua T. Cilfit
Christopher Phillip Conklin
Andrew James Crawford
Danny Cruz
Nataly Cruz
Abraham DeMartino
Mobaye Desire Die
Nicholas R. Diluso
Rory Thomas Franks
Noah Ellis Gibb ***
Rute Gidey
Andrew J. Gomes
Bryce Frederick Goode ‡
Daniel Kieran Hartnett
Olive P. Hazard ***
Kevin Kwan ‡
Aaron J. Linares
Jornel Nelson Medina
Joshua Cullen Minasian
James Michael Morris **
Kyle F. Nannig ***
Mckensie J. Sherlock ***
Andrew J. Skavicus
Anna C. Skelly
Jacob Cole St.Germain
Colin Patrick Sullivan
Eric Tattrie
Nathaniel G. Trozzi
Mohammad Ayman Usmani
Jose Ramon Valdez ‡
Seth Wojciechowski
Kyle Calvin Woodward
Jeremy Zarro

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

David S. Acciardo **
George Benjamin Acker
Dalton S. Allaben ***
Jarred T. Bodzioiny *
Jose Gabriel Argueta Bogran
Daniel Bor *
Joshua Daniel Borzczynski ***
Richard Scott Breault **
Matthew Salvatore Buglio ***
Patrick Joseph Bullen
Kevin James Cabral
Connery Li Cannon *
Chancy Joben Caranda
Austin Taylor Clark ***
Hunter A. Claudio **
Peter Robert Coates
Trevor Christian Cole ‡
Samuel Coleman
Christina Madelyn Demopoulos
John S. DerBedrosian *
Shane M. Derby
Jacob Warren Doherty ***
Caley A. Dooling
Brian Alexander DuBois ***
Charles R. Dumas *
Patrick Arthur Eddy
James Fagan ‡
Michael T. Feehan
Gianni Figueroa ***
Paul Jacob Fitzgerald
Ethan G. Fowler
Emily K. Furtado
Sophia A. Fusco *
Vinayak Godbole
Connor J. Goldstein *
Nathan H. Grantham-Coogan **
Michael E. Guadagni
Jack Daniel Hartigan
Taylor Thomas Hasson
Daniel P. Hegarty
Aaron D. Hertzger *
Chris Hinterneder
Sam B. Hunt ***
Zaynah Kalaoun *
Joshua Jin Kang **
Jeffrey Owen Kantor
Rogan D. Kennedy ***
Jacob Richard Kent
Jeffrey E. Kimmerlein *
Joshua William Kiritsy *
Nicholas Walter Kopsick
David Louis Luglio
Peter Mario Luongo Jr.
Jay Joseph Macchia *
Bastian Amliviia Madsen *
Julianna Martinez ***
Christopher McAfee
Ryker W. Meinel ‡
Justin David Mink *
Devesh Bharat Mistry
Matthew L. Morgan
JeanCarlos Michael Nolasco
Zachary O’Keefe
Ryan Michael O’Neill
Justin Onyedikachukwu Oshai
Dennis Paus
Kyle Brian Poland
Sarah M. Pudlo **
David R. Quaglia
James N. Quarataro
Cynthia Reid
Liam James Roessler
Brian Webster Ross
Ryan J. Santosuosso
Jonathan E. Sargent ***
Lilly Emma Sayes
Kyle Gray Scanlon
Jack Allen Shields *
Zachary James Sigerson ***
Matthew N. Tarnowski
Sean Michael Taylor
Ian E. Therrien ***
Jake F. Tilienius
Peter J. Tillinghast *
Curtis Michael Tongue ‡
Jason J. Valdes **
Joshua Vannoy
Rebekah Marie Vecchiarelli **
Alex Frank Vessella ***
Sean Walker
Anthony J. White ***
Aaron James Wolfsberg
Aaron R. Wood ***
Alexander W. Worrell **
Matthew Champ Wray
Galvin Yuan
Gianna L. Zackarian ***
Zhong L. Zhen *

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
OCEAN ENGINEERING

Thomas Clarke Ash *
Jordan Wayne Beason
Alexandra Katherine Bosco
Jacob Buck Capwell
Shawn L. Chambers
Nina-Monique Choquette *
Jesse William Cobb
Sage M. Connors
Caitlin Margaret Daly *
Alex R. Dettlinger
Agnella R. Dougal
Jacob Robert Fontaine
Robert Hostetler *
Michael Kelly
Montana G. Ligman **
Rebecca K. Meyers **
Louis Morel
Rebecca Lake Read ***
Michael Glennon Rock ***
Madison Raine Sanders
Arianna G. Sawyer **
Rose Elizabeth Shayer ***
Drew Sierra
Declan W. Tierney

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING

Omar Almaarrawi
Faisal Aloshban
Jan Dave Bismonte **
Elizabeth Jewel Campbell
Domenic J. Cirinione **
Nicholas Dalglish Cooper ***
Abigail Laudio DeAngelis **
William Douang
Peter Andrew Gerenz ***
Grace Lindrugan **
Liam Francis Lynch *
Kathryn Maureen McCarthy ***
Kaitlin Neville *
Travis Phillippi
Kaitlyn Sengphilm **
Khalid Mahmoud Shami

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† Requirements completed in 2020
‡ Requirements to be completed August 2021
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

Deborah Adenekan *
Aymonde F. Akintomide
Reiley Anderson
Sydney T. Andrade
Lila Foley Berle ***
Michael Corbett Brennan ***
Kristie L. Caruso ♦
Deepica Chaudhary ♦
Justine Chelette
Kira Colvin ♦
Shaun R. Deignan
Paige Delia Desjardin ***
Kevin Andrew Donnelly ♦
Cassandra Duda **
Lauren M. Dussetschleger
Emily M. Fernandes **
Emily Elizabeth Garcia ♦
Michael James Harris
Angel Jingyi Kleiman ***
Laura Ann Kuklo ♦
Steven T. Lee
Megan Louise Lynch
Kurt D. Marquis
Avery McNamara ***
Valynda A. Mede
Hope M. Mitchell
Caidlin Ouellette Morrison ♦
Seraphina D. Negash ♦
Angelique Grace Nejaime ***
Katie Nelson ♦
Mileena T. Nguyen ♦
Raquel Ortiz ♦
Nicholas E. Pagliusi ***
Naomi Sarah Pajarillo
Karishma Patel ♦
Tyrus J. Perdue ♦
Quintin Michael Rocha
Kent C. Romilly
Dante Salazar ♦
Damitola Jacob Sandewa
Carly Sautter ♦
Suzanne Savage **
Miranda Segallia **
Garrett Stephen Skidder ***
Matthew Susi ♦
Vanda Van
Ethan Wacht
Kyrsten Renee Weissheier ***

Qinrui Wu ***
Robert Anthony Zamoida
Malcolm R. Zeroka ***
Michelle Aiying Zhang *

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL AND NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS

Brendan Peter Adams
Francisco Allen
Brian Normand Bouchard ♦
Emma Katharine Crisfield
Nora D’Antuono
Peter DeBona **
Molly Abagail Flagg
Nicholas P. Hafner
Elise C. Hatoum *
Mary Ellen Hawkins ***
Kyle Hagan Higgins
Andrew Houtz ** ♦
Sean Hunt
Christopher M. Kinder ♦
Alexandra Michelle Knox ♦
Aiden M. McCaughey ♦
Joseph A. Mendelsohn
Jack Francis Miniati ***
Samantha Miranda
Lisa M. Cic Mola
Serena Natasha Munoz ♦
Courtney Lynn Neary ♦
Lucas A. Olsen
Molly Madeline Perkins ***
Alain Chi Sipaxay ♦
Jeremy Stadnick ♦
Christopher S. Toppa ♦
Timothy Daniel Wade ♦
Paweenkanit Wongsinghagul

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† Requirements completed in 2020
‡ Requirements to be completed August 2021
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT
Alfred F. Bailey †
Dominick Battista ‡
Kyle Allen Brown
Collin W. Caldwell
Christopher James Cook
Bryce F. Cormier **
Luke Todd Espindola †
Elena E. Fiano
Emily Alva Higgins
Spencer James Jarecke
Colby David Kresge **
Jarryd Matthew Kucera †
Gregory D. Lacroix †
Joseph Vincent Manetta ***
Shannon Rose McKee †
Jake Hunter Meleski *
Camden Cahill Moore
Cameron Joel Murray †
Joshua Nelson
Owen R. Placido **
Liam C. Rinaldi-Young †
Daniel T. Rydel
Jack H. Sipperly ***
Jared Thomas Steiger †
Julia Jean Vieira ***
Jake K. Wilson ***
Matthew Wilson Zucconi

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MARINE AFFAIRS
Mariah Bessette Branch
Andreas P. Cuellar
Andrew Houtz ** †
Natalie Shea MacDonald
Jake McKenna
Antonio Virani Maietta **
Kelsey Elizabeth Mudry *
Matthew B. Simonich
Kaitlyn Renee Sweeney
Tyler John Szajdecki
Sara Kate Uzatmaciyan ***
Emmani Nadirah West †

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MARINE BIOLOGY
Lindsay C. Agvent
Adam Jacob Antonitis
Kayley E. Balken *
Weldon Ross Boyer †
Ashlee Sky Clarke ‡
Kristen N. Daye
Bethany M. DeLoof ***
Anne Elizabeth DiCerbo
Fiona M. Edwards
Emily Marie Fredsbo *
Allison Yoon Gallagher *** †
Jane Garrett *
Emma Gerike
Caitlin Gerkem
Thomas Gmoser *
Sierra Lynne Gray
Britney Marie Howland
Gloria N. Keough †
Erin May Magliano ***
Cara Elizabeth Megill **
Kelsey Elizabeth Mudry *
Sarah O’Sullivan
Mark Read
Elizabeth Saraf ***
Sean Matthew Schaefer †
Madison L. Thomhill †
Elijah H. Valentine ‡

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE
Adeolu A. Adegoye
Bridget Azonye
Lauren Bako
Andrea Barragan †
Alondra C. Barron †
Alexis Brooke Bier
Michael A. Carroll *
Justine Chelette
John Crawley
Heidi Jo DeFreitas
Brendan James Farragher
Emily Elizabeth Garcia **
Samantha Grasso *
Michelle E. Hafner * †
Zachary T. Heald
Damilola Mary Iyanda †
Emmanuel D. Perez †
Zachary J. Summerfield ***
Jenna L. Wolanski †

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PLANT SCIENCES
Scott E. Ahern ** †
Natalie Bernier †
Theresa Rose DiMaio * †
Maxwell John Hubert †
Justyn T. Koenig *
Cristina P. Lapaglia
Jordyn Rose Lewis
Coltin Michael Perras †
Taylor Ann Reilly ** †
Jordan Matthew Salem
Daniel James Soderstrom
Bradley Adams Zonghetti

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE AND FOOD SYSTEMS
Sydney A. Cooper...
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Olivia Dorothy Ferreira
Brendan James Flinter
Mark Fremming
Avia Gabriele
Kristen Nicole Gainor
Sydney Marina Gardiner *
Mame B. Gassama †
Jillian Ashley Gottbetter ***
Jean Grabert
Alise C. Greco *** †
Madeline L. Green ***
Laura A. Haines †
Alyssa Wynne Hall †
Ratanak Ham †
Kathleen M. Hayes ***
Ryan Michael Hecht **
Julia Patricia Herberger †
Daniel Flynn Hunt †
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Irace *
Miri Ji
David Johnson Jr. †
Harley Danielle Jones ** †
Alexis M. Juszczyszn *** †
Ryan N. Kappler *** †
Mitchell Kenna
Joseph Robert Kenny
Sarah Ann Kessel ** †
Denali Kikuchi
Sara A. Kitson *
Susanne M. Knack **
Knudsen Knudsen
Ally Kramer
Jacob P. Kraus
Jason Ray Kulsic †
John Lappetito
Jamie Lau
Nicholas Paul Lawton †
Meridyth P. Leigland **
Gianna Rose Leite
Sarah Margaret Leoffler *
Chelsea R. Longa *
Alexandra Lord ***
Julia V. Maker †
Faith Lowney Maloney **
Courtney Paige Manning †
Kara Margaret Manucci ***
Cynthia M. Marroquin
Anita Hazel Mayfield-Sheehan
Sara J. McCaffrey
Kayleigh A. McElroy
Erin Elizabeth McGowan †
James Ian McIntosh ***
Shannon Rose McKee †
Kelley T. McShane
Samantha Christine Meyers
McKenzie Lee Moore ***
Kasey R. Moorehead
Maya K. Morin
Alexa L. Moses
Blake L. Muncy ** †
Donia Nasserzad
Stephanie L. Nelson **
Makensie Ann Nemes
Kelsey Noka
Fallon Oatley
Alexandra Maria Olsen *
Sarah Orton †
Evan Ozolins †
Victoria Nicole Pace *
Nathaniel F. Palmer †
Isabella Katerina Panzo **
Eva-Marie Papantoniou **
Katie A. Paparelli ***
Gerard Parent
Veronica Patino
Madeline K. Pfirman ***
David Maurice Phaneuf †
Olivia Philippi
Haley Pignatelli **
Hailey Jessica Pine †
Elizabeth Polanco †
Audra J. Posick †
Emily Pucino ** †
Lauren L. Recinos ‡
Aldelis Rosalin Reyes
Victoria A. Ricci
Christopher James Richard
Erin Lee Richardson ***
Sarah Ashley Richer ***
Michelle Riley **
Crystal M. Roberts
Alyssa Michelle Romer †
Carmelina Marie Rosario
Lauren Carlee Russo **
Nicole Alexis Saillant
Matthew Steven Salicco * †
Anne Mooney Saltonstall
Star Maclovia Salinas Sanchez
Daniel Sandoval †
Rinelcy Santiago †
Danielle N. Santillo **
Richelle L. Sarlo
Kylie J. Sarosi †
Kristen R. Schneider
Noah Harrison Schrank
Bryan E. Schuster
Veronica Lynn Seay ‡
Lines Y. Semper †
Erin Nicole Shaw
Mykenzie Rae-Lynne Silva ** †
Warren Blessing Small
Jordan Alexis Smith
Mary Kaylee Nadia Speck *
Nicole M. Stella **
Bradley Stubbins
Sarah Elizabeth Sudowsky
Moira McConaghy Thorp ‡
Madelyn Angela Tobin
Gisselle Torres
Rutza Touze
Melany Ulloa
Tatiana Urias †
Megan R. Ursini
Gabrielle Viegas *
Brian K. Viera
Emily Rose Waldman *** †
Amber Lynn Wucki ‡
Ariana Anita Wynn ***
Natalie Yeo †
April Grace Qi Younkin ***
Robert John Zenga III *** †
Alexa Zorzy

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† Requirements completed in 2020
‡ Requirements to be completed August 2021
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Nicholas Dominic Abbatangelo ‡
Robyn A. Abernathy **
Janal E. Abis ‡
Krista Juanita Adams ‡
Ava L. Aguilar ***
Ryan James Ajello ***
George Al-Amir ‡
Alyssa Nayelis Alarcon
Eryn M. Aldrich *
Madeline Elizabeth Aldrich
Maram Alhazmi ‡
Jennifer Marie Alix
Claire Alder
Alia Al Sanea *** †
Gabriella Amado
Abigail Ellen Anderson
Caysea Paige Anderson
Tia Leilani Anderson
Linara Brito Andrade
Jostynne Joy Andres *
Kaylee M. Andruska ***
Sarah Elizabeth Angell
Justice Colby Antrum
Keren Leigh Appelbaum ***
Sarah E. Cintolo ***
Kristina Rose Cila
Amanda Paige Cicalese
David A. Christie * †
Karlee A. Chimento
Melissa Chery
Emma Isabel Chase
Tina Marie Coles **
Caylee E. Collins
Grace Rose Collossale *
Alexa Corinne Conover
Rachel J. Cook ‡
Audrey Isabella Coppola ‡
Amanda Grace Corley ‡
Kaelin Costa-Snedeker
Caroline Elizabeth Cole
Lauren Margaret Coutu *
Kimberly Rossette Croce †
Orion Noah Mohagen Cross *
Brianna Noelle Croteau ‡
Nicole Elizabeth Crowley ‡
Clarissa Cuni
Juliana R. Cuomo ***
Madison Elizabeth Dacey *
Melody Alexandra DaLuz
daCruz ‡
Isabela June Dallas
Delicia D’Amico
Rama Darwich ‡
Trenton Davenport †
Erez I. Davidson
Halah Grace Davis *
Maxwell Deak
Destiny Aria DeBarros ‡
Nicole DeCiccio *
Ashley DeJesus ‡
Giuliano Dinis Del Borgo
Joseph Richard DelMastro
Daniel DeSilva ‡
Emmalee Elizabeth DeSista
Amanda Desmarais ***
Ivan DeSousa
Medjina Desulme ‡
Alyssa Jordan Devenny
Jayda M. DeWillis
Lidia Isabel Dias
Daria Theresa DiMatteo
Sarah H. DiMatteo **
Kathryn Rose DiMeglio
Darien R. Dinaro ***
Eleni Stella Dionis ***
Silvana Doak ‡
Michael Joseph Dolan
Jessica R. Dominy *
Nicole Margaret Donahue **
Holly L. Donaldson
Madison Donegan †
Edward J. Donovan ***
James Donovan *
Meaghan R. Doorley
Loydmillia Silva DosReis †
Rachel Lee Douglas *
Jacob R. Dubien ‡
Brooke Ashley Duhamel †
Cianna Elena Dumas †
Hadassah Duplan *
Mallory R. Edelson *
Samantha Rose Elkas
Abigail Mary Engle
Chelsea L. Enos
Christian Joseph Escobar †
Maylileen Espinosa †
Thomas W. Estrella
Christina Mary Etzl
Alexandria M. Evers ***
Ndidi Kayla Ezeama †
Shandolyn Amicha Ezhan
Chloe E. Fahey ***
Natalie R. Falk *
Alyssa Fameli
Kate Farman
Emma R. Favreau ***
Andrea Nicole Federico *
Shelby A. Fells ***
Mitchell W. Fielding ‡
Andrew Fiorimonte
Nicholas James Fitch *
Raquel Marie Fitzpatrick
Allen John Flynnz ‡
Ashley M. Fontanez ‡
Indigo Anastasia Forbes ‡
Ashley M. Forleo ***
Michaela A. Fomaro *
Kelly Fortier ***
Olivia Franchi **
Winifred Katherine Francis
Michela Franz ***
Laura J. Fraser
Julia Freeman **
Bianca Liz Lopez Fuertes
Taylor Anne Gallarani * †
Brenden S. Gannon *** †
Robert J. Garceau
Rafael Villar Garo ‡
David Perez Garza ***
Melody Renee Gately **
SheaFeell Gedeon ***
Tamar Snow Gerushman ** †
Christopher Joseph Giacino

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES
continued
McGaughren R. Gilbert ***
Melissa Giron
Emily M. Glat *** †
Wyle-Grace Marie Goddard
Molly Patricia Gomes
Basilio Fernando Gonzalez
Keyla Gonzalez †
Benjamin Goodman
Jon Gary Gorman ‡
Kathleen Barbara Grace
Kendra Sheridan Graham ***
Justin Green **
Madeline L. Green ***
Courtney P. Greene *** †
Meghan Tracy Greene **
Paige Maddison Grenkiewicz
Jessica Jean Grimm ***
Olivia R. Guevermont
Lauren R. Guglielmi **
Duncan Matthew Hamilton
Megan Hammit-Muir
Lauren M. Harkin †
Danielle Harmon **
Megan Harrington †
Samantha Riley Harrison **
Kathleen M. Hayes ***
Alexandra Elizabeth Hébert
Claire Heed
Courtne Hennessey
Breanna M. Hennessy †
Karina Lily Hernandez ‡
Brady Cools Hishmeh
Courtney Jordan Hock
Matthew James Hock †
Sorrell Diane Hooper *** †
Mackenzie Elizabeth Hopkins
Riley Houde ‡
Allison Houlihan
Charles Alexander Housemann †
William Huegi
Kaitlyn Hughes †
Connor D. Hume †
Linda Hussein * ‡
Taylor Corinne Hyde ***
Jianna Lynn Iacofano *** †
Rahimat Ibrahim
Kayla Ilyichenko
Amanda Iovini †
Jessica Marie Ippolito *
Diores Ithayakumar
Lauren Elissa Itzler ***
Euan Robert Jackson **
Kyeshon Jamarii Jackson
Robin L. Jackson
Abbie C. Jagoda †
Vitaly Jangols **
Bryeshia T. Jennings
Deborah Jeong *
Madeleine Grace Jex *
Mosetta Sia Johnson †
Sandra Jones *
Ashley Justa ‡
Michelle Sophia Kanevsky *** †
Jane V. Kann
Matile R. Kaplan
Ryan N. Kappler *** †
Brittany Morgan Kay **
Keeley B. Keating *
Emily Khiev *
Theodore M. Ktvhang
Melissa R. Kirschner *
Lani Ursula Chloee Koppermann ***
RaAnna J. Kurek
Vasiliki Kyros *
Ashley Katherine LaFargue-Soucie *
Jina M. Landi **
Benjamin Lanowy
Megan Helene Lapierre ** †
Cara M. Larkin * ‡
Jordan Laske *
Alyssa Lynn Lassandro
Kara E. Lebrun ** †
Clarina Marie Lee
Jaimie Legault **
Catherine A. Lenox *
Ashlee E. Leonardo
Patricia K. Levitro ** †
Margaret Anne Leys *
Ashley Lim ** †
Roseline Lim †
Yu ying Lin ‡
Bianna R. Livelli ***
Noah Locke **
Mei Mei Long *
Leila Elizabeth Loparto *
Jenna Louise Lopes *
Ashley Ivanna Lopez
Sadie Lowenthal **
Elizabeth Lubera *** †
Miya Victoria Luff *
Jamie Lutze
Sarah Lynch
Devon Jamal Lyon
Kelly Lillian MacDonnell ***
Alexis MacFarlane
Kristina Marie MacLure ***
Melissa Mary Macqueen ***
Julia Ellen Madden *** †
Emma Grace Maggjio †
Kelcey Brown Maher ***
Victoria F. Mahoney ‡
Owen T. Manahan ***
Daniel Thomas Mancini
Kara Margaret Manueli **
Bianna Jean Manzi *
Jordan L. Marchetti
Allison Danielle Marshall ‡
Samantha Lynn Martins *** †
Kira McCully
Jillian Haley McGinley ***
Samantha Grace McGrath **
Meghan Elizabeth McKenzie ‡
Riley A. McKitten **
Bianna McKone ‡
Peter Joseph McNally **
Caitlin McNamara *
Dylan Januario Medeiros
Julia Ann Medeiros **
Karine Tayla Medeiros **
Michaela Fernandes Medeiros
Christina M. Mee ***
Erin Meehan
Louisa Melchionno ***
Ashley Mello †
Franyeris Mercado †
Cristina V. Mesa
Emily Victoria Meyer **
Brendan J. Mignone ‡
Julia Elizabeth Miller *** †
Kaitlin Mary Millicker *
Ronald Bryan Minear ***
Maia Nicole Moffitt
Cheyenne M. Mondragon
Natalie Faith Montalbano ***
Celanda D. Montilla ‡
Josephina Jolene Moore ‡
Ariyana Morales ‡
Elvis Morales
Timothy Andrew Moran *
Kailee Elizabeth Morgan †
Anthony Christopher Morgera *
Johanna Leah Morris **
Margaret Judith Mulkerrin ‡
Danielle E. Mulin **
Meghan Holland Murray *
Donia Nasserzad
Drew Nealey
Seraphina D. Negash *
Lauren R. Neilsen ***
Caitlyn Nicole Nicholson
Nicoled Ann Niles ***
Kelsey Noka
Daniela Nudo **
Isabel I. Nunez ‡
Amanda J. Nye
Samantha Rae Obolsky *** †
Joseph Daniel O’Brien *** †
Megan Irene O’Brien
Max Foley O’Connell †
Rene Joseph Ogni
Itoro Victor Okokon *
Anthony D. Oliveira ‡
Danielle D. Oliveri
Ashley Marie O’Loughlin
Victor Wale Omisore
Oyiniola A. Onipede †
Lauren A. Orlowski
Taylor O’Rourke ***
Kristin Osburn **
Brooke Osmands *
Garrett David Paaavola *
Yosayra Pacheco *
Paw Pah ‡
Alyssa R. Palumbo †
Isabella Katerina Panzo **
Clara M. Paolino *
Tatiana Papashvili *
Kassandra L. Paquette
Hailey L. Parente ***
Talia Petrina Parente ***
Braxton Michel Parker
Camaen Patt
Elizabeth M. Pauley ** †
Claire Rose Paulson *
Matthew G. Pavick
Kelsey E. Pedro *
Kaitlyn Odete Pereira ** †
Martha A. Perez †
Zayane Idalis Perez

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† Requirements completed in 2020
‡ Requirements to be completed August 2021
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Alissa Marie Abrahamson ‡
Hannah Ade ‡
Pratibha Adhikari †
Nicole Michelle Abbasii
Mazeedat Abisola Ajiwokewu ‡
Nephthale D. Alexandre ‡
Tracy A. Alfano †
Elsa Katharyn Almeida
Natalia Altonian †
Isaac Harris Amador * †
Kathleen Moore Ambrosini
Timothy Chadwick Anastas †
Eric Andronowitz †
Alexia M. Andujar †
Sierra E. Auletta **
Joshua M. Austin †
Folake Abiola Awe ‡
Megan Barry
Arlene Beckles †
Grace Marsden Bellamy
Molly Kathleen Beluk ** †
Allison Mae Benson **
Jacob Robert Berard †
Jillian Nicole Bernier * †
Skylar Danielle Callei
Sayee V. Campbell †
Abby Marlena Canning ***
Madeline R. Caravelli * †
Holly Marion Carden *
Felecia P. Carl †
Alyssa Catherine Carlson †
Karina Lee Carreiro *
Jamie Caruso
Vanessa Sofia Castellanos †
Christina Celorier *
Janelle Chamberland †
Christopher Chiannese †
Danielle E. Christopher **
Yvette Ciarcia †
Rayra Coelho †
Meghan Anne Cole †
Riley Collette *** †
Julia Collura †
Shane Connolly
Kelsi Connor
Courtney Conway
Katsiaryna Correia
Susan Mary Cote ‡
Erin Crawley †
Jennie J. Cybowicz †
Sylwia Czyz †
Makena Dacey **
Alyssa Christine D’Alessandro *
Bianca D’Amore *
Amy Dark †
Nicole Marie DeAngelis **
Destiny Ariana DeBarros †
Kelsey Ann Degnan ***
Desiree I. Delande *
Tanika Delgado †
David J.P. Demers **
Dalin Li Dennigan †
Diana Christine Destadio
Julia R. DiCienzo ***
Keri Lynn Dimascio †
Veronica Lynn Dinneen *** †
Joseph Rocco DiPalma †
Kerr Lyn Dolby †
Savannah Donahue **
Taleen Z. Donoyan ***
Rose Antoine Dorcelus †
Lenira DosAnjos †
Elisa N. DosReis * †
John W. Doyon **
Amalia Duckworth *** †
Caitlin R. Duffy †
Dominique M. Dufour ***
Cady A. Dufresne
Kasey L. Dunn †
Kirsten Emerson †
Jade Emmanuel †
Geoffrey Escott †
Shannon Kathleen Fagan * †
Andrea Nicole Falco **
Samantha Marie Falkowski * †
Lindsay Farina
Caroline Moore Farrow ***
Vilma Josephina Felix
Jarlenne Fermin
Briana Marie Fernandes **
Meghan Ferraro *
Erica Ferreira †
Brandon T. Ferrer †
Sydney R. Ficarrotta *
Krystle Fiengo
Indira Figueroa
Jessica Lee Foss †
Julia Marie French ***
Susan A. Friedman
Shannon Colleen Furlan
Taylor Risley Gallagher †
Karina Massiel Garcia †
Lisa Marie Garneau **
Andrea Noelte Gentile
Cassandra Gervolino †
Megan Elizabeth Getter
Katarina Gianopoulos * †
Alexander Paul Gianquitti ***
Kim Colquhoun Gibbs †
Meriele Coelho Goaga *
Jillian M. Gonsalves ***
Kelly Gonzalez
Sandra Ann Gradova †
Adeena Green †
Dakota Grenier †
Kaylen Lin Grossi **
Jennifer Alexandra Grubov †
Kelsey Gulla * †
Zoe C. Gunning ** †
Ashlee Heather Hammerschmidt
Tyler Thomas Hannan * †
Jillian Elaine Harrington †
McKenzie Diane Haynes **
Deanna J. Heine ** †
Mee Her †
Tania M. Hernandez **
Guillermo Andres Herrera †
Nadege A. Hilliard
Jodi Hillis
Joseph M. Hinds
Fatima Zohra Hisissou †
Jason Willis Hunter †
Erin Patricia Igo *** †
Sivana Isabel Ivanov **
Kim Jardin †
Carolyn Elizabeth Johnston **
Erica M. Kallio †
Kaylee Kanis †
Jessica Karwowskii **
Julia Rose Kasanovich **
Jake Edward Kasuba †
Emily Morgan Katz * †
Heather Kean †
Natalie S. Keefe ***
Sydney Rose Keefe †
Shelly Ann Kemp
Sarita Khadka †
Allison Kimball †
Siobhan Mariah Kindlan *
Bridget Rose Kist ***
Shauna N. Knight ** †
Lauren Marie Kristol ***
Kelly Jeanne Labossiere ** †
Allyson Elizabeth Lacerda †
Kaitlin C. LaPlante *
Brandy J. LaPorte †
Cau Le
Hannah Elizabeth Leach
Courtney Leff ***
Phoebe Lefrancos ***
Sarah Marie Lehoux **
Taylor Leonard †
Mary Kate Lewis *** †
Hannah Marie Licarie ** †
Riley E. Lima ***
Patricia Lind

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† Requirements completed in 2020
‡ Requirements to be completed August 2021
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES

James Joseph Alfonso
Michaella Lucia Anelundi *** †
Kayla Berthod
Alexandria Catania
John Thomas Church ***
Brianna M. Cocchiaro
Christian J. Cruz
Alexandra Czarniecki *
Michael Dailey ***
Stephen Joseph Davia *** †
Jordan Smith * Dean ** †
Vincent Micheal Falkowski **
Meaghan Kathryn Fournier
Nicholas Michael Gongoleski
Lillian Anne Goulart
Caitlyn J. Greene ***
Ololade Iyanda
Elizabeth M. Jerome
Mirim Ji
Jodie Anna Jones **
Megan Little * †
Hannah Moulton *
Han Vu gia Nguyen *** †
Ibukunoluwa O. Oje †
Allison Shayla Richard
Sydney Taylor Santerre ** †
Adriana R. Servant
Katelynn Marie Strocky
Jade Supino * †
Tiana Marie Teixeira *
Soumalininh Tran
Corrina Vanover
Vanessa Lana Varone *
Claudia Yao †

DOCTOR OF PHARMACY
Nicole R. Agamov
Eliza Anderson *
Julia Annis ***
Michael Richard Barnes **
Caitlyn Elizabeth Blake *
Brittany Rose Block *
Kyle D. Blomster *
Garret Carmichael
Emilie T. Carroll ***
Yan Cen ***
Hailey R. Chapdelaine ***
Alexandra Chiquito **
Samantha Anne Clevenstine *
Alana M. Cobb **
Emily Costello
Sarah Jean Cruz
N’deye Yacine Dabo
Angela C. Dansereau ***
Jason M. Darmanin **
James De Forte *
Catherine Barbara De Melas *
Trina Breann DiMella *
Anne Dionne ***
Alice Du
Emily K. Duff ***
Julie A. Falk ***
Alyssa M. Falleni ***
Irene R. Fallon
Danielle Elizabeth Famularo *
Rachel Jean Fernandes **
Shianne Fernandes ***
Erin E. Foei
Miguel Galvez ***
Kiera Gavan **
Abigail P. Gendron
Morgan E. Gentili ***
Melissa Marie Gianetti
Danielle M. Gillis *
Kelly W. Gin **
Caralyn Granato ***
Courtney Grant ***
Ariel Haber ***
Christopher J. Hartley *

James T. Hawthorne ***
Joseph David Honig **
Alec N. Hopper **
Hanna Imliaz
Emily Grace Jennings *
Sue Hyun Jo *
Alexander Richard Johnston *
Rishi A. Kachrani
Nicole Ashley Kalver **
Min Hee Kang *
Stephanie Katartzis ***
Demosthenis Katsaros ***
Eun Hee Kim
Yelim Kim
Yeongi Kim **
Karlie Rae Knobloch *
Juliana Rose Kohler ***
Angela Kuzmanoski *
Kalyen E. Lazar *
Jennifer Bach Lan Le
Hae Seung Lee *
Megan Nicole-Ann Leiss ***
Alexander Ling
Samantha T. Liotta **
Jessica Yaffa Litmanovich *
Gokulakrishn Mahadevan **
Erinn E. Mangona ***
Ryan Tanner Marquis
Katherine Ida McCann
Melissa A. Menditto **
Rebecca K. Menghi **
Scott Miele ***
Lauren Elizabeth Miller *
Kayla Victoria Moisan ***
Anna L. Mortali
Matthew Q. Nadworny
Lian Ngaopraseut *
Arielle J. Norton *
Kya Rose O’Connell
Michaela L. Pacheco
Aaron L. Perfetto ***
Victoria Rose Plante
David Richards **
Daniel Rizopoulos
Min Su Ro
Marie L. Rodriguez ***

David Charles Sabatino ***
Elizabeth C. Salisbury *
Andrew W. Sampaio
Elisa M. Sandidone ***
Anthony Jose Santana
Adam Joseph Scala *
Imke Scheepers **
Kayla Sepe *
Lauren Evelyn Sittard **
Molly K. Stott *
Kyung Suk Suh
Brooke Anne Szachnowicz ***
Bailey A. Thayer **
Michael Tillman *
David P. Tomaszewski
Melanie Sok Trong *
Ryan Vecchito *
Ryan Robert Virgin *
Kendra L. Walsh ***
Rebecca K. Wang
Andrew David Ward ***
Courtney Ward **
Rachel Leah Wasserman ***
Claire Marie Williamson
Lauren Alexandra Wood
Ron Yakirevich
Dimitar Georgiev Zelenkov ***
Tiffany Zeng ***

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† Requirements completed in 2020
‡ Requirements to be completed August 2021
MASTER’S DEGREES

MASTER OF ARTS
Lauren N. Angel, Education †
Michael Doherty Anzalone, International Relations
Amanda H. Augustinsen, Education
Beth Bailey, Communication Studies †
Vanessa Beaubrun, Education
Ellen E. Bednarczyk, Education
Alison E. Blattner, International Relations
Shayna Elizabeth Boisvert, English
Nathan Michael Brown, Marine Affairs
Janet B. Buchanan, Education †
Simone C. Butterworth, Education †
Alicia A. Caito, TESOL/Bilingual and Dual Language Immersion
Michelle L. Carvajal, TESOL/Bilingual and Dual Language Immersion
Adrian Cato, Marine Affairs
Kenneth Lawton Chaffey, International Relations
Sara Connors, TESOL/Bilingual and Dual Language Immersion
Maegan D. Cook, Education
Jackson Cox, Marine Affairs
Patrick M. Crowley, English
Haley M. Dennis, Education
Bahtinur F. Dincer, International Relations †
Mackenzie A. Donnelly, TESOL/Bilingual and Dual Language Immersion
Brandon J. Donohoe, Communication Studies †
Kelsie A. Fountain, TESOL/Bilingual and Dual Language Immersion
Stone Paul Freeman, Communication Studies
Emma L. Gaskill, Education
Michael J. Gobell, Education
Silvi Goldstein, Psychology †
Kortney E. Gray, TESOL/Bilingual and Dual Language Immersion
Kyle Gray, Marine Affairs
Caroline M. Greene, TESOL/Bilingual and Dual Language Immersion
Timothy K. Hanrahan, International Relations †
Ellis Kalaidjian, Marine Affairs
Amanda Ashley Keefe, Education
Daniel Laslisa, International Relations †
Tyler J. Lavalle, Communication Studies
Paige K. Leddy, Education
David J. Lima, Communication Studies
Eliya M. Baron Lopez, Marine Affairs
Albert John Lowther, Communication Studies
Heather J. Macpherson, English
Riley K. Martin, TESOL/Bilingual and Dual Language Immersion
Frank Martinez, International Relations
Madelyn Grace McCarthy, Communication Studies
Abigail B. Mello, Education
Courtney Milley, Marine Affairs
Anne M. Morreia, Education †
Michael Murphy, International Relations
Katharine E. Musella, Psychology
Jennifer L. Nachbar, Education
Ryan M. Nadeau, English
Melanie Nash, Marine Affairs
Deanna Newton, Education
Jordan M. Oaks, Education
Emily Ounufrak, TESOL/Bilingual and Dual Language Immersion †
Michael Edwin Palumbo, Education
Grainne M. Phelps, TESOL/Bilingual and Dual Language Immersion
Lucas Pralle, Education
Esther M. Quiroz, Psychology
Galen P. Randall, English †
Alexia Marie Raudales, Psychology
Jennifer N. Robinson, Education †
Austin M. Rojas, English †
Cherie Rowe, Education †
Amanda A. Roy, Psychology †
Elaine Ruiz, Psychology †
Bolanele Oluwatosin Salau, International Relations
Samuel A. Schneider, Education †
Eija Sandra M. Severinkangas, Spanish †
Tina Shanahan, Communication Studies †
Alicia S. Silva, TESOL/Bilingual and Dual Language Immersion †
Rebecca Elizabeth Sock, International Relations
LeeAnn Solas, TESOL/Bilingual and Dual Language Immersion †
Linda Southamavong, TESOL/Bilingual and Dual Language Immersion
Adriana D. Spellman, TESOL/Bilingual and Dual Language Immersion
Carter A. Thomas, Education
Nicole J. Tutalo, Education
Frankie A. Watson, Communication Studies
Emelia Marina Wilkinson, English
Jessica Wright, TESOL/Bilingual and Dual Language Immersion
Christian Young, TESOL/Bilingual and Dual Language Immersion

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Janikka A. Acosta, Accounting †
Mary Kate Agnew, Speech-Language Pathology
Mohammad Faisal Ahsan, Textiles, Fashion Merchandising and Design †
Gabriella Maria Aiello, Systems Engineering †
Bola O. Ajayi, Mathematics
Toyosi Akanji, Chemistry
Shajratul Alam, Statistics †
Emilton Alves, Computer Science †
Ali Amani, Computer Science
Ean E. Anderson, College Student Personnel
Jessica N. Pita Aquino, Biological and Environmental Sciences †
Meredith L. Arden, Nursing †
Casey Aridano, Speech-Language Pathology
Nicole Aucoin, Nutrition and Food Science
Lauren Bailey, Dietetics †
Alex Baranowski, Biological and Environmental Sciences
Emily Barranca, Mathematics
Veronica G. Basaly, Pharmaceutical Sciences †
Allison M. Beeley, Human Development and Family Studies
Kyle Anthony Benbenek, Accounting †
Emily Marie Betterton, College Student Personnel
Kelly A. Bianco, Dietetics †
Daniel C. Boulanger, Kinesiology
Sydney Marie Bovender, Dietetics †
Jennifer Brandes, Ocean Engineering †
Jonathan J. Brasil, Accounting
Jessica R. Browne, Speech-Language Pathology
Dominik Brysch, Systems Engineering †
Sergio Bujanov, Systems Engineering †
Xin Shao Zhang Bush, Pharmaceutical Sciences
Ariana Irene Cambio, Kinesiology †
Jacqueline H. Camm, Biological and Environmental Sciences †
Paul J. Cannamela, Labor Relations and Human Resources
Juan A. Cantres-Velez, Biological and Environmental Sciences †
Jessica Ann Carney, Oceanography †
Pamela Santana Castillo, Dietetics †
Alexandra Leigh Cataldo, Nursing †
Aymar Copacattay, Textiles, Fashion Merchandising and Design
MASTER'S DEGREES
continued

Nicholas Centauro, Environmental and Natural Resource Economics
Kaixi Chen, Mathematics
Melissa Chesek, Dietetics †
Tyler G. Chu, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics
Kathryn Lilian Clawges, Dietetics †
Kerry Conlon, Dietetics †
Matthew Stephen Constant, Electrical Engineering †
Mitchell S. Contente, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics
Abbigayle T. Coria, Human Development and Family Studies
Kaidy Brook Cornel, Nutrition and Food Science
Anthony Robert Corrente, Accounting
Dennis Cosmo, Labor Relations and Human Resources
Samuel R. Costa, Pharmaceutical Sciences
Mikayla Alexandra Cote, Oceanography
Tyler A. Coutu, Accounting
Cecile Cres, Computer Science †
Lindsay Ann Cullen, Civil and Environmental Engineering †
Kristen M. Czekanski, Nursing †
Erika Damon, Dietetics †
James N. Daniels, Statistics
William C. Danilczyk, Electrical Engineering
Gabriel J. Dantonio, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics
Victoria L. Davey, Dietetics †
Carolina Dominguez de Araujo, Nutrition and Food Science
Madeline Grace Delisio, Speech-Language Pathology
Briana Delon, Speech-Language Pathology
Ni Deng, Statistics
Matthew Edwin Denison, Human Development and Family Studies
Megan Irene Devlin, Dietetics †
Jeremy D. DiBiasio, Nursing †
Carina Michelle DiChello, Mathematics
Amanda DiEugenio, Dietetics †
Emma C. Dipaolo, Biological and Environmental Sciences
Kelly L. Domogala, Systems Engineering †
Margo Hayden Douglas, Speech-Language Pathology
Brooklyn Dreher, Dietetics †
Claire Nikoehl Drexler, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Kyle A. Dubuc, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Kesha Dunn, Dietetics †
Anya Brian Duroha, Electrical Engineering
Kaitlyn Eisenberg, Dietetics †
Abdessamad El Adrani, Nursing †
Itzel Esparza, Dietetics †
Carl Constantin Falter, Civil and Environmental Engineering †
Paige Farias, Nutrition and Food Science
Melanie L. Fenn, Oceanography †
Justin Fellers, Systems Engineering
Sarah O. Fellows, Nursing
Olivia L. Finnegan, Kinesiology
Meghan Flanagan, Speech-Language Pathology †
Morten Flesser, Civil and Environmental Engineering †
Chelsea Fox, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics
Haydi S. Franco, Human Development and Family Studies
Laura K. Fraunfelter, Accounting
Abigail E. Frawley, Biological and Environmental Sciences †
Kimberly Frazier, Labor Relations and Human Resources
Christopher L. Garcia, Accounting †
Michael E. Gardner, Ocean Engineering †
Daniel Leo Gauthier, Computer Science †
Erica Gilman, Human Development and Family Studies
Robert Emilio Giudici, Labor Relations and Human Resources †
Amanda Rose Gonzalez, Human Development and Family Studies
Clayton L. Graham, Biological and Environmental Sciences †
Sarah C. Graves, Nursing †
Garrett R. Grill, Kinesiology
Caitlin Guccione, Mathematics †
Nicholas Scott Gustafson, Accounting
Caroline Anna Rose Hammett, Systems Engineering
Ida Heggtveit, Accounting
Margaret Heinichen, Oceanography
Jan Friedrich Hellmuth, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics †
Carolina Herrera, Nursing †
Stefanie J. Hersey, Mathematics
Jody Holliday, Accounting †
Erika M. Holshoe, Textiles, Fashion Merchandising and Design †
Molly Hovden, College Student Personnel
Thomas J. Howard III, Computer Science †
Khaled Mahmoud Abdallah Ibrahim, Pharmaceutical Sciences †
Anne A. Innes-Gold, Biological and Environmental Sciences †
Shashika G. Sabaragamuwe Jayasundarakorale, Chemistry †
Alexandra D. Jones, Dietetics †
Katherine Hayes Jordan, Dietetics †
Issaiah Joseph, Electrical Engineering
Ali Sahraei Joubani, Civil and Environmental Engineering †
Christa Hope Justice, Dietetics †
Hannah Victoria Kane, Human Development and Family Studies
Jiming Kang, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics †
Samuel D. Katz, Oceanography
Zachary A. Katzen, Accounting
Jeremy Keefe, Accounting
Timothy Edward Keefe, Civil and Environmental Engineering †
Mark Keenan, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics
Madhukara U. Kekulandara, Computer Science †
Ashley Paige Kennedy, Kinesiology
Stacy A. Kenney, Speech-Language Pathology
Mehrsa Khaleghikarahrodi, Systems Engineering †
Alexandra Nicole Klarer, Dietetics †
Leslie Renee Kohut, Dietetics †
Sarah Rebecca Kosha, College Student Personnel
Aimee Krause, Dietetics †
Michael Krestos, Ocean Engineering †
Ethan Kulman, Computer Science †
David D. Kurtz, Ocean Engineering
Rachel Korie Lachapelle, Nutrition and Food Science
† Requirements completed in 2020
Christina Mary Lauzier, Nursing †
Rosemary Elisabeth Leger, Textiles, Fashion Merchandising and Design
James V. Lemieux, Nursing †
Christina Lewis, Nursing †
Siyi Li, Computer Science †
Jiayin Liu, Biological and Environmental Sciences †
Ming Liu, Electrical Engineering †
Brooke Alexis Livingston, Accounting
Jeremiah A. Lowe, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics †
Jamie Lynch, Dietetics †
Il-Kyeong Ma, Oceanography †
Marelyn Jeded Maces, College Student Personnel
Christopher Julio Machado, Accounting
Nicole Mackey, Dietetics †
Elio A. Manzi, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics
Kassandra M. Maragkopoulou, Human Development and Family Studies
Olivia Marrone, Environmental and Natural Resource Economics †
Carly D. Masse, Nursing †
Breanna G. Maynard, Nursing †
Rebecca Lin Mayotte, Speech-Language Pathology
Amanda R. McCarriston, Speech-Language Pathology †
Christopher John McCooey, Computer Science
Charles E. McDonald II, Civil and Environmental Engineering †
Casey Erin McGuirk, Speech-Language Pathology
Amanda L. McHugh, Nursing †
Kelly Maccini McManus, Biological and Environmental Sciences
Florian Meiners, Electrical Engineering †
Fenia Mika Miescke, Ocean Engineering †
Hayley Miller, Dietetics †
Kara Miller, Dietetics †
Jessica L. Mocadlo, Speech-Language Pathology
Renee A. Morais, Nursing †
Maya E. Morales-McDevitt, Oceanography
Lance Moran, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics †
Aysha Moreino, College Student Personnel
Suemy S. Moreira, College Student Personnel
Mary A. Morgan, Labor Relations and Human Resources
Shaylah R. Morse, Nursing †
Corey Murphy, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics
Stephanie L. Murphy, Electrical Engineering
Desiree N. Mytych, Nursing †
Mikayla Melody Nardolillo, Speech-Language Pathology
Aleksandra Naumann, Chemical Engineering †
Kyle Nero, Accounting †
Emma G. Newton, Labor Relations and Human Resources
Jennifer Keiko Nohara, Kinesiology
Roberta C. Opara, Labor Relations and Human Resources
Stephanie Mulligan Orr, Speech-Language Pathology
Matthew James Osmanski, Accounting
Stephanie S. Paiva, Dietetics †
Angelia Papaioannou, Nursing
Meghann M. Papaioannou, Labor Relations and Human Resources
Alexa Parmann, Labor Relations and Human Resources
Kiersten Llewellyn Parsons, Dietetics †
Olivia Paskalides, Speech-Language Pathology
Rocio Paulino, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Anna Frances Pellegrino, Speech-Language Pathology
Zhiyuan Peng, Pharmaceutical Sciences †
Rupasinghe Arachchige T.N. Perera, Electrical Engineering
Sarah Elizabeth Pospisil, Dietetics †
Jacquelyn O. Potvin, Nutrition and Food Science
Lisa M. Proffitt, Human Development and Family Studies
Jessica A. Pusateri, Accounting
Brett Anthony Raxter, Accounting
Jeremy M. Rolow, Kinesiology †
Dawson D. Rosell, Electrical Engineering †
Brian C. Rozzero, Electrical Engineering
Brett Albert Ruben, Medical Physics
Ainsley Elizabeth Ryan, Speech-Language Pathology
Ryan P. Saeger, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics
Carine Marie Saint Felix, Nursing †
Soldenia Salas, Human Development and Family Studies
Jake Francis Salisbury, Accounting
Nina R. Santos, Oceanography †
Lenore Saulsbury, Human Development and Family Studies
Miles Osprey Schelling, Biological and Environmental Sciences †
Lauren R. Schiappa, Nursing †
Jamie L. Schicho, Ocean Engineering
Roland Golo Schurig, Electrical Engineering †
Sean Scro, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics †
Christina Ann Sebastiao, Speech-Language Pathology
Mohammed Seck, Human Development and Family Studies
Halie Serbent, Speech-Language Pathology
Kanya K. Shah, Pharmaceutical Sciences
Melanie Ferguson Sheehan, College Student Personnel
Aviral Shrivastava, Accounting
Taylor Larie Sidney, Dietetics †
Lukas Siemon, Civil and Environmental Engineering †
Evan M. Simpanen, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics
Benjamin N. Skov, Pharmaceutical Sciences †
Krystina Cynthia Smack, Dietetics †
Jennifer V. Soukup, Biological and Environmental Sciences †
Shelby E. St. Clair, College Student Personnel
Angela Ruth Stahl, Oceanography
Alec Stanley, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Preston Richard Steele, Interdisciplinary Neuroscience †
Jeremiah J. Steigleman, College Student Personnel
Jacob P. Strock, Statistics
Victoria E. Stubbs, Chemistry †
Jackson Thomas Sugar, Ocean Engineering †
Thomas Elijah Summers, Kinesiology
Ashley T. Szczoczarz, Speech-Language Pathology
Brandi Yan Yan Sze, Dietetics †
Joshua R. Tanzer, Statistics
Brooke Mackenzie Taylor, Speech-Language Pathology
MASTER'S DEGREES continued

Matthew Everett Taylor, Accounting
Jessica Thibeault, College Student Personnel
Genevieve Aurora Traversa, Dietetics †
Emily H. Trinh, Chemistry
Tyler L. Tucker, Electrical Engineering †
Aizhan Tuleubayeva, Nursing †
Amanda M. Turcotte, Accounting †
Kyle J. Turner, Oceanography †
Samuel Adjei Osei Tutu, Statistics †
Manuela Guadalupe Folashade Vadis,
Human Development and Family Studies
Kaleia Marie Valin, Dietetics
Ryan David Vallee, Mathematics
Jean C. Van Couyghen-Potter, College
Student Personnel
Antonio Francesco Varecchione, Accounting †
Jonathan T. Villada, Civil and Environmental
Engineering
Zazil Villanueva-Esperon, Interdisciplinary
Neuroscience †
Hannah M. Visca, Physics
Lili Lan Vissilio, Human Development and
Family Studies †
Julie L. Walden, Nursing †
Jason Alexander Walsh, Environmental and
Natural Resource Economics
Kelcie Elizabeth Walters, Dietetics †
Erin M. Wampole, Biological and
Environmental Sciences
Jamie Wandzilak, Biological and
Environmental Sciences †
Kyle S. Weinreich, Finance †
Jamieson Weiss, Mechanical Engineering
and Applied Mechanics †
Jessica Weistuch, Dietetics †
Kate L. Wilson, Nutrition and Food Science
Brian David Wisniewski, Mathematics
Aleksandr V. Yeudakimau, Finance †
Austin Wei Yeung, Accounting
Stephan B. Zaets, Civil and Environmental
Engineering
Harrison Zambrano, Kinesiology
Salem Zeglin, Dietetics †
Kimberley A. Zeleznik, Speech-Language
Pathology †
Gabrielle H. Zeyl, Speech-Language
Pathology

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Jacob Joseph Albernaz †
Kayla K. Albin
Yaslin Sabrina Alicea-Hidrovo
Matthew M. Anzalone †
Casey Ardis
James A. Armstrong †
Andrew J. Bechard †
Jeremy L. Belknap †
Daryl N. Beyus
Jessica Maritza Blandin
Donovan J. Blanpied †
Reid H. Brackenbury †
Jean C. McGrath Brodeur
Lauren Mary Burgess †
Elizabeth Capraro
Nicholas Benjamin Chartier
Jamie Claeson
Marissa Colley
Aidan C. Correll
Glenn M. Coulter
Kelly L. Crawley
Michael Vincent D’Alessandro †
Manuel Da Lomba †
Michael P. Davis
Jennifer M. DeAngelis †
Katerina DeNardo
Melissa M. Dragon
Margaret Elizabeth Dunn
David M. Eisenberg
SaudatFadey i †
Jamie J. Fusco †
Miguel Galvez
Sebastian Garcia †
Olivia Jordyn Gould †
Gabrielle Severn Granatiero †
Shannon M. Healy †
LaDasia Hie
Kaitlin M. Hubbard †
Eric Hudson
Jessica C. Hughes †
Katherine J. Huijing †
Jayasankar Jasti
Margaret Jaurigue
Tyler A. Joseph
Dylan Kennedy
Steven T. Lathrop
Christopher L. Lipford
Steven Liu
Christopher M. Logan †
Daniel Rocco Lynch †
Marissa Lynn Marchetti
Vijaya L. Marolu
Matthew Mark Maroni
Nicholas A. Mattiello †
Tiffany L. McClay
Rebecca A. McGrath †
Kirsten L. McMillan †
Yashwant Meghare †
Todd D. Moline
Andrew P. Monahan †
Brianna L. Montecalvo †
Laura L. Moore †
Michael J. Mulroy
Carl N. Neff
Stacey J. Pappas †
Naga Srilekha Perumalla
Eric J. Polaski
Max Ponticelli †
Craig R. Rabitaille
Michael A. Reinhart
Brendan M. Remes
Colin Rich
Jan Hendrik Roesser †
Lindsay Ann Sammis †
Matthew Santacroce
Stephanie M. Schulteiss †
Kanya K. Shah †
Jason Short †
Rachel Smilansky
Lauren E. Tarvin †
Daniel J. Thadeio
Sean Tissiere
Danielle Tocco †
Cynthia Tomaz
Peter M. Vaz
Anthony J. Vessella †
Michael P. Viscusi †
Robert M. Vitale
Torge Jonas Wichern †
Shannon Wittwer †
Yi-Shuan Wu †

† Requirements completed in 2020
MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT
Michael Andranovich
Michaela Lima Barcelos
Joseph D. Bertherman
Jake William Brown
Julie Elisabeth Bums †
Ronaldo A. Canabe
Nicholas Curci
Alexandra G. Duryea
Megan Elwell
Aditya H. Emawan †
Rachel A. Gomes †
Katarzyna M. Kos
Patrick MacMeekin
Madeline Malloy
Matt Marrapese †
Elise Mason
Adiguna R. Nugraha †
Gabriella Marie Placido
Morgan Elizabeth Reilly
Morgan A. Treacy †
Elizabeth Wenker
Jessica Mary Zeramby

MASTER OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION STUDIES
Lynn S. Adams †
Rachel Bernardo
Elizabeth Blanchette
Meghan Boyd
Emma T. Breilsford
Jessica Cabral-Lafreniere
Erik S. Caswell †
Shayne Catala †
Heather Marie Coughlin
Jessica Fabik D’Atri
Margaret E. Doyle
Jennifer Eileen Ducharme †
Laura B. Dunlap
Jessica B. Dyment †
Zachary Thomas Faria
Christiann Gibeau †
Maria Gurriere
Wanda I. Guzman †
Elena J. Hughes
Catherine Mary Jones
Matthew Keegan
Joseph Daniel Knapp
Meagan M. Lamphere †
Meg Catherine Lancaster
Colleen E. LeBeau †
Walter Lewis †
Jennifer Leyden
Delia McCarthy
Olivia McCullough
Jennifer A. McGrath
Nancy A. Mendes †
Amy C.H. Meyer †
Tanya Lynn Moesel
Ryan M. Nadeau
Elyse Osterman †
Savannah T. Reed †
Rimsoo C. Reeves †
Antoinette Rosa
Bret Sarbieski †
Erin Sefranek
Sara Skubal-Moran †
Kyle Lee Sousa
Hannah R. Sullivan †
Morgan E. Walsh †
Robert Joseph Walsh

MASTER OF MARINE AFFAIRS
Lennie R. Day
Lutfi Felanie †
Matthew M. Guanci
Berrina Demoh Kanu
Alyssa Lauren Lemire
Ronnie O. Romero
Olivia Thompson †

MASTER OF MUSIC
Noah Denzer
Stefan T. Griffin

MASTER OF OCEANOGRAPHY
Adam T. Chiu †
Devin M. Hennigan †
Maya Rose Lombardi
Yashwant Meghare
Andrew Million

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Tracey Anne Angell
Cindy M. Ariza
Jasmine A. Batista
Lorenzo Bryant
Cori A. Chandler
Alison Elizabeth Douglas †
Patrick T. Guthlein †
Eiko Tiffany Haraguchi †
Leah Kiernan
Miriam Murphy †
Michael Anthony Nero
Ryan Pincince †
Monee Reis
Edward F. Taylor †
Cameron Thompson
Jeffrey N. Ulricksen
PROFESSIONAL SCIENCE MASTERS
IN CYBER SECURITY

Allegra A. Angell
Cameron Richard Botelho †
Evelidis Bueno †
James Calvin Campbell †
Joseph R. Castaldi †
Derek Durski †
Daniel G. Griffith
Cody M. Jarobski
Ryan J. Kelley
John L. Pacine
Bhavik G. Patel
Christopher Raymond Pepper †
Jason R. Plante †
Gurvinder Singh
Pratik Ubba
Esther M. Velez-Sanchez
Jonathan A. Waterman †

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

Sebastian B. Bellitto
Cullen Cogburn
Dominique Marie Collins †
Lucas DiBenedetto
Melissa Franco
Cara Elizabeth Genest
Andrew D. Guay
Peter Brennus Hunziker
Heather L. Jackson
Nelson Manuel Justa
Hailey Kasper
Isaac K. Lapides
Nicole Mahan
Aimee Lynn Malboeuf
Bridget Amber Monagle
Harrison D. Ngo
Natalie V. Peterson
Joseph N. Scambia
Hannah E. Scanlon
Kenneth L. Vinacco
Ho Vu
Shannen M. Wallace
Samantha Rose Welchman
Alexandra Lynn Winnes
Taylor Zelitsky

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Jessica A. Adams, Biological and Environmental Sciences †
Course Integration and Student Outcomes
Bryan Dewsbury, Major Professor

Ertem Aktosun, Ocean Engineering †
2D Forced VIV Database
Jason M. Dahl, Major Professor

Arar S. Alkhader, Electrical Engineering †
Design of Smart Fabric Sensors of SCPC
Kunal Mankodiya, Major Professor

Saad Alshammari, Business Administration
Essays on Expected Stock Returns
Shingo Goto, Major Professor

Stephanie Anderson, Oceanography
Phytoplankton Thermal Responses
Tatiana Rynearson, Major Professor

Nicole P. Baker, Psychology †
Snapchat Users: Uses and Motivations
Joseph S. Rossi, Major Professor

Sara Balestrieri, Psychology †
Causal Associations Among TTM Constructs
Lisa L. Harlow, Major Professor

Bonita S. Basnyat, Psychology †
College Student Engagement in Coursework
Gary Stoner, Major Professor

Priya S. Behanan, Environmental and Natural Resource Economics †
Choice Behavior Under Uncertainty
Todd Guilfood, Major Professor

Ben H. Blachly, Environmental and Natural Resource Economics †
Essays on Economics of Dam Removal
Todd Guilfood, Major Professor

Eric P. Borrelli, Pharmaceutical Sciences †
Prescription Medication Polypharmacy
Stephen Kogut, Major Professor

† Requirements completed in 2020
Francesca Borrione, *English*
Women and True Crime in Italian America
Peter Covino, Major Professor

Mary Kathryn M. Cancilliere, *Psychology†*
Development of the SEE-C: A Pilo
Ellen Flannery Schroeder, Major Professor

Paul G. Carvalho, *Biological and Environmental Sciences†*
Coral Reef Fisheries Management
Austin Humphries, Major Professor

Xingqiang Chang, *English*
Reproduction in Victorian Literature
Carolyn Betensky, Major Professor

Navid Chapman, *Chemistry†*
Photophysical Effects of Interfaces
William B. Euler, Major Professor

Xuanyu Chen, *Oceanography†*
Shoaling Wave Impacts on Wind Stress
Issac Ginnis, Major Professor

Anthony C. Chieffalo, *English*
Gendered and Genrefied Bodies: Hero S&S
David Faflik, Major Professor

Amy E. Correia, *Education*
Building English Learners’ Proficiency
Theresa Deeney, Major Professor

Jennifer M. Cruz, *Psychology†*
Vocabulary, DLLs, and Comprehension
Gary Stoner, Major Professor

Khadijah N. Cyrl, *Psychology†*
Kingian Non-Violence Impact On Youth
Gary Stoner, Major Professor

Angela G. Darosh, *Psychology†*
Beyond the Negative Lens
Joseph S. Rossi, Major Professor

Teressa Davis, *Psychology†*
Parents’ Attitudes and Conversations
Gary Stoner, Major Professor

Rooollah Jafari Deligani, *Electrical Engineering*
Quantification of Neurological Disorders
Yalda Shahriari, Major Professor

Kristen J. DeMoranville, *Biological and Environmental Sciences†*
Flight and Diet Modify Bird Metabolism
Scott McWilliams, Major Professor

Eric C. DiBiasio, *Biological and Environmental Sciences†*
Quiescence and Division in E. Coli
Jodi L. Camberg, Major Professor

Inush Kalana Urala Liyanage Don, *Chemistry*
Organocatalytic ROP
Matthew Kiesewetter, Major Professor

Xiaonan Dong, *Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics†*
Learning and Control for Multi-Robot
Chengzhi Yuan, Major Professor

Keith M. Dufault-Thompson, *Biological and Environmental Sciences†*
Metabolic Network Variability
Ying Zhang, Major Professor

Elizabeth Foulke, *English*
Intimate Distances
Mary Cappello, Major Professor

Alyssa R. Francis, *Psychology†*
Stimulant Misuse in College Students
Lisa Weyandt, Major Professor

Charles E. Gaudet, *Psychology†*
Detection of Cognitive Change
David Faust, Major Professor

Jonathan R. Gilbert, *Business Administration*
The Loud Impact of a Quiet Ego
Christy Ashley, Major Professor

Michelle Gonzales, *Chemistry†*
Making Energetic Materials Safer
Jimmie Oxley, Major Professor

Xintong Guan, *Business Administration*
Customization Improves Decision-Making
Stephen Atlas, Major Professor

Molly V. Hall, *English†*
English Environments of World War I
Jean Walton, Major Professor

Catherine M. Hawthorne-Kocak, *Education*
Teacher Agency and Student Achievement
M. Shane Tutwiler, Major Professor

Rukshika Shalani Hewawasam, *Chemistry†*
Development of Organocatalysts for ROP
Matthew Kiesewetter, Major Professor

Serap Hidir, *English†*
Early U.S. Fictions of Captivity
Martha Elena Rojas, Major Professor

Aaron C. Hirsch, *Oceanography*
Seismic Investigation of the OJP
Brian Savage, Major Professor

Laura Z. Holland, *Biological and Environmental Sciences†*
A Molecular Study of Antarctic Diatoms
Bethany D. Jenkins, Major Professor

Xiaoyan Hu, *Education†*
Outcome Perception of Learning Chinese
Wayne He, Major Professor

Nyla T. Husain, *Oceanography†*
Turbulent Airflow and Air-Sea Fluxes LES
Tetsu Hara, Major Professor

Abdelnasser H. Hussein, *Education†*
Perceptions of Effective Communication
Peter Adamy, Major Professor

Jaclyn Mary Iannucci, *Interdisciplinary Neuroscience†*
Role of CVRFs in AD-Related Inflammation
Paula Grammas, Major Professor

Shawna C. Iula, *Education*
Turning Points
Rabia Hos, Major Professor

Rose E. Jacobson, *Biological and Environmental Sciences*
Tissue Culture & Embryogenesis in Ciona
Steven Irvine, Major Professor

He Jiang, *Electrical Engineering*
GNN-Based Learning for DSA
Haibo He, Major Professor
DOCTORAL DEGREES

Colin Jones, Oceanography†
Evaluation of a Diatom Nutrient Proxy
Rebecca Robinson, Major Professor

Bryana E. Killion, Psychology†
Resilience and Coping in Maltreatment
Ellen Flannery Schroeder, Major Professor

Shyamal Kishore, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics
FSI in Dynamic Loading of Structures
Arun Shukla, Major Professor

Shannon Kovach, Psychology†
Reducing Coaching Susceptibility of TOMM
David Faust, Major Professor

Kristopher E. Krasnosky, Oceanography†
Undersea Stochastic Mapping/Navigation
Christopher Roman, Major Professor

Boma Kresning, Ocean Engineering†
Interactions of Energy Farms and the Ocean
Reza Hashemi, Major Professor

Hee Yoon Kwon, Business Administration†
Gamified Course and Op-ed Writing
Koray Ozpolat, Major Professor

Lusi Li, Electrical Engineering
Multi-View Robust Representation Learning
Haibo He, Major Professor

Chang Liu, Pharmaceutical Sciences
Skin PRO and ANTI-INF Props. of Compound
Navindra Seeram, Major Professor

Sharon McLimans, Nursing
Nurs Prac Patients with Morbid Obesity
Donna Schwartz-Barcott, Major Professor

Irene N. Neba Mforsoh, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics
Elastomic Coatings on Marine Structures
Arun Shukla, Major Professor

Petru Dorin Micu, Business Administration
Consumer Engagement with Brands on SM
Christy Ashley, Major Professor

Mohsen Mosayebi, Industrial and Systems Engineering†
TSP with Job-Times and Variations
Manbir Sodhi, Major Professor

Joshua A. Muniz, Psychology†
Cluster Profiles of Drinking Motives
Andrea L. Paiva, Major Professor

Sumeru Nayak, Civil and Environmental Engineering†
Modeling of Durable Infrastructure
Sumanta Das, Major Professor

Rebecca Jane Nelson, Psychology†
Cultural Research in Forensic Psychology
David Faust, Major Professor

Afonso Henrique Monteiro Goncalves Neto, Oceanography
North Atlantic on the Edge
Jaime Palter, Major Professor

John D. Olierio, Education
An Analysis of Degree Completion at URI
Annemarie Vaccaro, Major Professor

Shuyi Pei, Electrical Engineering
Removing Performance Bottlenecks on SSDs
Ken Q. Yang, Major Professor

Meghan Cahill Leclerc Quinn, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Geotechnical Effects on DAS Performance
Chris Baxter, Major Professor

Cherisse R. Rambarose, Psychology†
Age Differences in Substance Abuse
Mark Robbins, Major Professor

Bhuwan S. Rana, Pharmaceutical Sciences†
Drug-Induced Liver Injury
Stephen Kogut, Major Professor

Yazan N. Rawashdeh, Electrical Engineering†
New Clutter Model for Materials
Steven Kay, Major Professor

Anna R. Robuck, Oceanography†
Novel Organic Pollutants in Seabirds
Rainer Lohmann, Major Professor

Kevin L. Rosa, Oceanography†
Coastal Ocean Modeling Across Scales
Christopher Kincaid, Major Professor

Mohammad Moein Safaee, Chemical Engineering†
Wearable Optical Materials
Daniel Roxbury, Major Professor

Bindeshwar Sah, Physics†
Nanoparticle Radiotherapy for Cancer
Michael Antosh, Major Professor

Lauren S. Schambach, Ocean Engineering†
Numerical Modeling of Landslide Tsunamis
Stephen Grilli, Major Professor

Shawn P. Scott, Business Administration†
Essays on the Power of Musical Structure
Lauren Labrecque, Major Professor

Beth A. Leonardo Silva, English†
Between Biblings
Carolyn Betensky, Major Professor

Caroline W. Stabile, Education
Scientific Modeling in Fifth Grade
Julie Coiro, Major Professor

Tianyu Sun, Pharmaceutical Sciences
Medications for OUD and Health Outcomes
Ashley Buchanan, Major Professor

Holly J. Swanson, Biological and Environmental Sciences
Self-Regulated Learning and Metacognition
Bryan Dewsbury, Major Professor

Joshua R. Tanzer, Psychology
Feeling Good
Lisa L. Harlow, Major Professor

Marie C. Tate, Psychology
Co-Occurrence of Depression and Alcohol
Andrea L. Paiva, Major Professor

Dashika J. Udawatte, Biological and Environmental Sciences†
RIPK1, A Novel Target of Dengue Virus
Alan Rothman, Major Professor
David I. Upegui, Education
   Social Justice and Evolutionary Biology
   David Fastovsky, Major Professor

Derece Vanterpool, Education
   Narratives of Military Recruitment in Schools
   Gerri August, Major Professor

Zhiqiang Wan, Electrical Engineering †
   Deep Learning for Decision-Making
   Haibo He, Major Professor

Alyssa G. Wibisono, Biological and Environmental Sciences †
   Indonesian Demersal Fishery
   Austin Humphries, Major Professor

Mattana Wongsirikajorn, Environmental and Natural Resource Economics
   Poverty and Natural Resources
   Emi Uchida, Major Professor

Zheyi Yao, Electrical Engineering †
   Optical Fiber Sensing Based on OFDR
   Tao Wei, Major Professor

Jiayuan Zhang, Business Administration
   Blatant Benevolence and Social Capital
   Koray Ozpolat, Major Professor

Alyssa Hillary Zisk, Interdisciplinary Neuroscience
   Intra-Individual BCI Variation in ALS
   Yalda Shahriari, Major Professor
WELCOME TO THE ALUMNI COMMUNITY

Today you are joining a strong and talented community of more than 135,000 alumni worldwide. You’ll find many ways to stay connected to URI and your Rhody friends—through social gatherings, special events, reunions, and great networking opportunities. In addition, be sure to follow @AlumniURI on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. Visit alumni.uri.edu to find the online alumni directory, upcoming events, and much more.

SUPPORT FOR YOUR CAREER

The alumni community is a powerful resource to help you along your career journey. You’ll find hundreds of alumni ready to offer advice within URI CareerConnect, a career mentoring platform that matches you with alumni advisors based on degree, field, location, and other criteria. Set up your profile and schedule a one-on-one conversation with a fellow Ram right away! Alumni Career Services also offers webinars and workshops throughout the year to help you with career planning, job searches, resumes, interviews, professional development, graduate school, and more. Visit alumni.uri.edu/careers to take advantage of these resources.

ANSWER THE RHODY SENIOR CHALLENGE

Congratulations! As members of the Class of 2021 officially become alumni, we invite you to start your legacy by making a gift to RhodyNow, which provides immediate support to all facets of the University. Gifts of all sizes make an impact, and your participation is what matters most! Help the Class of 2021 answer the Challenge, and encourage your classmates to do the same!

Leave your mark and be counted! Visit: urifoundation.org/seniorchallenge.

A special thank-you to the members of 2021 who stepped up to answer the challenge and can be seen wearing the Philanthropy Cord. Every gift does make a difference, and we are grateful for yours.
ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-FIFTH
COMMENCEMENT

May Twenty-First, Twenty-Second, and Twenty-Third
Two Thousand and Twenty-One